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ca n be accelerated promptly up to the velocity of - I 0 - 20 times of the upstream Alfven

Abstract

velocity This behavior of accelerated ions is explained in terms of the different propagation

on thennal particl e accelerati on processes at co lli sionl ess sh cks have been wi dely discu. sed in

new acceleration mechanism is found to work much faster than the sta ndard diffusive shock

the space ph sica! as well as astrop hysical comm unities In thi s dissertation, we discuss physical

acceleration mechanism does. While the ion mo ti ons in the fonner mechanism are governed by

speeds ofMHD waves between the upstream and downstream regions of the shock front This

processes

arou nd

quasi-parallel/ parallel

collisionl css

shocks,

especia lly

the

particle

the deterministic trapping process in a large amplitude coherent MHD wave with a time scale

acceleration/ scattering proces es occu n·ing at the earth's bow shock and it upstream region

less than a few gyroperiod s, those in the latter are governed by the microscopic pitch angle

From a comparison between in si tu observations o f the bow shock and an e~tensive numerical

scatteri ng process in a wave field co nsisting of many incoherent MHD waves of small amplitude

modeling, we present. ( I) a new aspect for the interaction process bet\ een the energetic

with a 1ime sca le or many gyro periods

upstream ions and large ampl itude magnetohydrodynamic waves, (2) an idemifi catio n of a new
prompt accelerati o n mec hani

111

for therrna l/ nonthennal ions working at the >hock front into

which coherent large amplitude upstream waves are con ectcd. and (3) confirmati on of the
above new ideas by making sel f~consistent hybrid imulat ions.
The prompt acceleration mechanism found in this disserta tion can contribute to sol ve the
"i nj ection problem" which relates to an impottant que tion , how to produce nonthennal ions

!J1 Chapter 4, we confirm the new finding in the earlier chapters which are mainly based on
test particle co nsidera(jo ns, by taking into accou nt of the reaction of accelerated ions to the
electro magneti c fields.
In Chapter 5, it is concluded that the results obtained in thi di ssertat ion provides a new
development for the understanding of the ion injection process, which occurs as the first step of
energeti c particle acceleration processes at astrophysical shock waves.

from thermal io ns at astrophysical hocks.
The configuration of thi s dissenation is de cribed below
Chapter I gives a general introduction to the study of co ll isio nl ess shocks and related panicle
acceleration proces es .
Chapter 2 first gives an observa tional summary for the characteristic fea tures of energetic
io ns in the bow shock upstream regio n, such as spatial distributi ons, encrh'Y spectra. and pitch
angle distributions. It is shown that these ions most often show an an i otropic pitch angle
distribution, occupying o nly the pitch ang le hemisphere in the escaping direction fro m the shock
fTont. Secondly, this peculi ar pitch angle distribution is expl ained in terms of the nonlinear
trapping motions of ions in nearly-monochromatic large amp litude MHO waves. A qu antitati ve
co mpari son between this nonlinear process and the standard quasi -linea r pitch angle scattering.
process is also given .
In Chapter 3, trapping motions o f ions in large amplitude M i lD waves arc further considered
in the region surrounding the front of parallel shocks. It is fo und th at ion motions depend not
only on their initial pitch angle but also on their initial gyro pha se angles, and that some o r ions
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
O.ne of the most remarkable phenomena in collisionless space plasmas is the existence of nonthermal particles. Cosmic rays and solar flare particles are well-known examples. It is now
understood that . hock wave play the mo t important role for the effective production of the
non-thermal particles
bow shock

on-thermal particles are also observed in the upstream of the terrestrial

ince the detailed features of the particle distribution can be studied from i11 situ

observations, the bow shock i a good laboratory to test collisionless shock acceleration
theories The result obtained from the terrestrial bow shock observation contribute not only to
olar terrestrial phy ics but also to astrophysical plasma physics
Since the earth's magnetosphere is an obstacle for the super-magnetosonic solar wind flow,
there exists a bow shock ahead of the mab'lletosphere. For the line shape of the interplanetary
magnet ic field (IMF). the bow hock geometry is illustrated in Fig ( 1-1) After the discovery of
the bow shock in '60 , the hock structure has been studied eKtensively. The a eraged stand-off
distance at the sub-solar point Is about I 5 /?e (He is earth radii) from the center of the earth, and
the di tance is determined by the solar wind parameter . that is. shock Mach number. TMF
conditions and so on The shock structure is classified to two categories by the IMF direction '
(quasi-)parallel (81), < 45° and (quasi-)perpendicular (Bn~ > 45° ) shocks. where Ba, is an
angle between the upstream magnetic field and the shock normal direction.
bout thirty years ago. however, it was a matter of contro ersy whether coll isionless shock
wave ex;sts or not. The solar wind has proved to have an enormous collision mean free path to
be comparable to the di lance from the earth to the sun (I AU). Since the thickness of classical
shocks was determined by collision mean free path, the rmity of collision in the space pla sma
wou ld preclude the existence of such shocks . Studies have been performed what processes
replace th e collision. Anomalous resistivity mechanisms (e.g. by ion-acoustic waves, lower

---

-
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specu larly reflected, thennalized and transmitted to the downstream region . The motional
electric field in the solar wind contributes the thermalization . The upward directing magnetic
mirror force which comes from the magnetic field intensity compression at the shock surface, is

Sun

considered as one of the components for particle reflection . At tile large shock angle

IMF

regime, the force may act on the particles. but as

e

0,

(10 ~

becomes smaller the force also becomes

smaller because of weak field compression. How does a quasi-parallel shock reflect the solar
wind ions? The observations show that the bow shock produces the specularly reflected ions
even in the quasi-parallel shock. In the wide upstream region of the quasi-parallel bow shock ,
non-tJ1ennal particles have been detected . These ions have much higher energy than tJ1at of both
the ·olar wind ions and the specularly retlected ions_ After the existence of the reflected ions is
shown b

satellite observations, shock investigators change their interests from reflection

process to acceleration process_ The reflection proces es have been remained unsolved.
Recently. numerical simulations begin to re-investigate about the reflection process and propose

Dawn side

that the upstream ' aves contribute the reflection process Although it is found that the
reflection mechani m is difrerent from that of the quasi-perpendicular shock, the detail
proce ses have not yet been clear because not only the mirror force decreases but also the
reflection processes are concerned with the upstream wave activities.
Aller it is found that the shock not only produces the non-thermal particles but also

Figure 1-1.

Schcmanc illustrauon of cond1tion around rh" earth's bo\\ shod Sun rs

located top end Colhsronlcss MHD shock
angle

strucrur~s

arc mnml) dctcnnmcd b) the shock

e.,. . bcLwccn shoe~ nonnal and rntcrplan~tal")

The\ arc (quasi-)parallel (q :

e""

accelerates them. collisionle
particles to high encrg

MHD hocks have been considered as an accelerator for charged

range in the two processe . scatter-free and

tatistical scattering

mngnotic iidd (IMF) drrccuon

< 45° ) and (qna 1-)pcrpcndicular (q

fl,\'

;>

4 °)

process In the tom1er proces called shock dr(fl acce/er({fion process (hereafter SDA process),
panicles gain cnerg near the shock surface by their drift owing to field gradient along the

shocks

motional electric field . Since the electric fie ld is caused under the condition where there is a
hybrid drift waves) solve the problem for low Mach number shocks At high Mach number

finite angle between the magnetic field and the Jluid ve locity, this acceleration works mainly in a

shocks. however, these mechanisms can not provide the required di sipation nt the , hock

quasi-perpendicular shock In the latter process ca lled d(ftilsive shock acceleration (hereafter

transition layer. Such a high Mach number shock is called a ~upercritica/ shock The earth's

DA process). particles are caltered in the wide region of the shock upstream/ downstream and

bow shock is mainly in this category

cross the shock surfa e many Umes. The elastic scanering proces in the upstream region leads

In late '70s to '80s, the good years to study the earth's bow shock by ISEE satellite ·erics and
numerical simulations, the dissipation mechanism for Ihe supercritica l shock is connnncd robe
the par1icle-reflection process at the shock surface. A fraction of incoming o lar wind ion is

2

to acceleration in hock frame. Since the sma ll shock angle enables the particles to cross ea ily
the shock, this acceleration proces has been m, inly applied to a quasi-parallel shock .
For the DA process, the elasti c cattering process is due to the mall-angle pitch-angle

3
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scatlering by the cyclotron re ·onance with upstream/downstream ' aves The anomalous
re onance condition is described as rv"

= Q,

+ k V , where

(V " ,

Q ,,

k and V are wave

up tream region is the most remarkable subject. To investigate how the observational
distributions are constructed, we have performed rest particle simulations. The key motion is

frequency, ion cyclotron freqttenc , wave number and ion velocity paral lel to the ambient

the phase trappill!{, that is, the phase angle between the wave and a particle's perpendicular

magnetic field . The particles which are scattered back toward the shock can gain considerable

ve locity is restricted in a certain angle. Furthermore, we have investigated the pitch angle

energy in the shock ll'ame. Under the assumption that ion distribu tio n is i~otropic in its pitch

scattering process and found that the importance of the resonance type pitch angle scattering

angle space, the diffu ion-convection equation is treated to describe the ion transport The

process is weak in the large amplitude wave field . This implies that in such a field the scatter-

observed spatial distribution and energy spectnnn oft he accelerated ion nux arc well described

lree process rather than the statistical scattering process should be considered as the dominant

by this equation The observed wave power is also consistent with the prediction hy the quasi-

physical process.

linear theory. Although the DA process has been shown to be consistent with the earth's bow

In Chapter 3, from the scatter-free concept, it is also a good analytical method that individual

shock acceleration proce s. it has not yet brought u the omplete contentment in the following

panicle trajectory is numerically calculated in a given shock transition layer First, we propose a

problems in pitch angle scattering process Fir t, the wave amplitude in the earth's bow shock is

new acceleration mechanism by applying the above trapping proces in the parallel shock region

somewhat larger to treat the quasi-liner theory (the ratio of the wave amplitude to the ambient

where the wave pita e-velocity-discontinuity exists between the upstream and downstream

field intensity is over 0 5) Second, the waves are not observed in broad band frequency to

region The acceleration efliciency i better than D

satisfy the cyclon·on resonance condition The resonant pat1icle velocity \1 is re ·tri ctcd in a

increases about I0 times in the upstream Alfven velocity unit within one gyro-motion interval.

certain velocity determined by the narrow wave number k

proce s, for example, an ion energy

range. o that the isotropic

ext, we have investigated the reOection process of the incoming solar wind ions at the parallel

distribution is not con tntcted . The satellite observations, however, have shown tbai the

shock surface, that is the "injection problem" . The renection process is explained by the ion

upstream non-thermal ions have nearly isotropic distribution This suggest that the isotropic

motion in the large-amplitude monochromatic Alfven wave.

distribution is derived from another pitch-angle scattering proce s. If' there i another scattering

In Chapter 4, to inveS1igate the wave-panicle interaction mechanism self-consi tently we

process, it is also suggested that there is another acceleration proce s because the DA proces

have performed numerical sin1ulations in hybrid code. The above three important motion in the

depends on the above resonant scattering proce s.

large-amplitude wa e field have been detected in simulations as inherent process

In this thesis we propose the importance of the large amplitude wave observed in the wide
region around rhe quasi-parallel bow shock The ion pitch angle diffusion motion· in the large
amplitude wave field are different from the motions from above resonant type in te111ct ion.
Based on this concept, we re-consider the fo llowing three subjects in this thesis ( I) Pitch angle
scattering process. (2) Reflection process of incoming solar wind ions at the shock surface. The
importance of upstream waves for the reflection process has been proposed. And (J) io n
acceleration process around the parallel shock
In Chapter 2, we have made statistical study using the data from the plasma and magnetic
field instnm1ents from GEOTAIL satellite. The non-i. otropic ion distribution observed in the

Chaph:r I
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Chapter 2
Pitch Angle Distribution of Diffuse Ion
in the Upstream Region of the Earth's
Bow Shock
2.1

Introduction

ince the first discovery of the suprathermal ions of the earth's bow shock [Ashndge, 1968], the
occurrence of the up tream ion events and related shock conditions have been discussed. The
diffuse ion population is one of the suprathennal ion distributions, which i characterized by
broad, nearly isotropi c angular distribution and exponential energy spectrum extending up to I00 ke V Fig (2-1) shows an example of thi type of upstream ion distribution [Paschmann el
a/., 1981] The left Panel shows the distribution in the form of count rate in two -dimensional

velocity pace in ecliptic plane. The tall sharp peak corresponds

to

the solar wind population

and th e broader lower peaks are the suprathermal di:ffuse ion population. The right Panel hows
the same event in the iso-contour format of the phase space density in the same twodimensional velocity space. The solar wind peak has been replaced b a dot to the right of the
cross marking zero elocity in the satellite frame. Asterisk is the center of the broken circle.
Stmward veloci ty lies to the left . The projection of the magneti c field on ecliptic plane is shown
as an array through the ·olar wi nd dot. The di tribution shows nearly isotropic around the
magnetic field and including higher energy ions than solar wind ions.
There have been a number of tatistical swd ies of the property of diffuse ion distribution and
its relatio n to th e shock condition [e.g. lpal'ich eta/., 1981 a; Bou!fct=i aud Moreuo. 198 1a,b:
71-attul!r eta/. , 1994]. Difl1tse ions are observed in the upstream region of a quasi-parallel shock

' here the shock angle
6

--

----==-

~

B"" is sma ll. Their inte nsity decreases exponentially from the shock
7
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satdlite frame and solar wind frame center. rcspcCII\•cf) . IMF projected on th" ec liptiC
pi:J.nc i shown as an arrny through the olar 11 ind dot Astcnsk IS the ccmcr of the broken
circle 11 h1ch gUid' the isotopic distnbunon

A0 6 0

80

l /0 (keVfe)

l<igurc 2-2.

Spatial v:J.rianccofthc imensi[) of the diA'usc ions along d1c intcrp lancta.,

rnagncuc field (IMF) Panel (a) shows UlC results from IS EE- 1 jlpav1ch e1 a/.. 1981aJ
ll'hcn the IMF is
surface along the magnetic field line with an e-holding distance of 7 ± _He (Re is earth radii) at
30 keV [lpavich el a/. , 198Ia] (see Fig (2-2a)) Their statistical analysis 1 as made under the

AMPTE/IRM

ncarl~

para llel to Sun-Eard1 lmc. Panel (b) shows the resu lts from

j f/'(/1/llel' et

:25°. In both case.

dt<:

crl. . 199-IJ in the condition that the shock angle IS smalb than

intcnsit) decreases 11ith increasing the dtstancc from the shock

along the IMF Panel (c) bows the energy dcp.:ndcncc of thee-holding distance of the
radial IMF direction (X direction in G E) wit h 33 events Thee-holding distance increases with
increasing diffi.tse ions' energies [71'0111/er eJ a/. , 1994] (see Fig. (2-2b) and (2-2c)) The lati er

11\LCilSII) decreasing. The long<!r di ranee is observed in higher energy [7i'<mner er a/.,
19941

analysis included various IMF direction with increasi ng number of the events(- 380) They also
calcu lated the distance along the IMF for events with the shock angle OH,

<

25° and obtai ned

an exponential decrease of the proton flux at 20 keY with a scaling distance of4 8 ± 0 1 He (Fig

high-e nerg range(- I 00 keY) . The most detailed theoretical acceleration model for diffuse

(2-2b)) . At the same time, there exist low-frequency hyd romagnetic waves - 0 0 1 - 0. 1 Hz with

ions is the diffu sive acce leration (D ) process (see Appendix A) . Ln thi s model it is assumed

large amplitude 88 I Bo- I Fig. (2-3) shows an exampl e of the upstream wa es l'l·atlj)e/d,

that the ions are scattered elastica lly in the upstream wave frame. The elastic scattering process

I 969]. The spatial variability of the intensity of the upstrea m waves Ita also been studied The

is due to mall -angle pitch-angle scattering by the resonant interaction with the upstream waves

amplitude of the waves decrease along the IMF wit h an e-holding di stan ce of 15 Re [!•ctir:field,

The ions which are scattered back toward the shock can gai n considerable energy in the hock

1969].

fram e. It is also assumed in thi s model that duri ng the scatteri ng process the ion pitch angle

The co-existence of the diffu se ion and the waves indi cates the importance of wave-pa nicle

distributi on beco mes iso tropic in the wave !'ram , Particles in returning hemi sphere to the shock

interaction processes, including the ion acceleratio n from the so lar wind energy to the observed

in the velocity space ca n re-encount er the shock. The encountering ion are possibly reflected

9
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111

cru::rm per charge unit.

[e.g. Anagnustopoulu.\· e/ a/., 1986. 1998]. These authors have shoWll the correlation of the
diffu e ion event s with geomagneii c activity It has been confi rmed [e.g. Mobius el a/., 1986]
that magnetospheric ions such as 0 exist in diffuse ions population. However, it is not li kely

back from th e shock surface or downstream regio n These ions are again backstrea ming to the
upstream region, re-scattered and gai n a momentum Repeating this cycle of proces • ions are
multiply accelerated. Furthermore, the observed energy spectrum hows expo nential form with
the same e-holding energies fo r protons. alpha panicles, and C Os if repre ented in th
energy-per charge unit (see Fig. (2-4) [Jpal'iCh

e/ a/.,

1981 b]) The relations between wave

that all diffuse ions ha ve magnetospheric origin Even when the magnetic field passing the
sa tellite unlikely connects the magnetosphere, diffuse ion events are observed [Gosling e1 a /.,
1989, Sugtyama eta/., 1995) Further, an observed correlati on between the ratios of He
H' for the solar wind and for the difl(rse ions [lpavich e/ al , 1984) raises dift1culry if aU diffuse
ions are of magnetospheric origin

power and energy density of the diffuse ions are consistent with the DA model based on the

In this Chapter, first we have mad e statistical study about the upstream diffuse ion events. We

quasi-linear wave-particle interaction theory [l.ee, 1982; 1/-a1111er et a/., 1994 j. Ditlusive

have adva ntage of the ensitive detector for ion observations from LEP detector on GEOTAlL

acceleration model, however, has the most imponant problem about pitch angle sca ttering
process with upstream/downstream waves because the observed waves appear to be nearly

spectnrm index and (3) pitch angle distribution types. The flux intensity and energy specttum of

monochromatic.
The another possi bl e so urce of the hi gh energy diffuse ions is leakage mod el Some altlhors
assert that all up stream diffuse ions are leak ing fi·om the magneto sheath I magnetospheric ions

tO

--- --

---

satellite and the satellite trajectory whi ch co ers the wide upstream region. We discuss the
spatial profi les of the upstream dif:li.tse ions with respect to (I) flu x inten ity, (2) energy

difluse ions are co nsistent with the previous observations obtained in near shock region.
However, our observa tions show that the pitch angle distribution consists of two types, whi ch

II
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are nearly isotropic and half~ isotropic angu lar distributions The half-isotropic distribution lacks

Urt~ l. r~u m

Diffuse Inn

Event~

from GEOTA JL Qb~;en• atinn.!l

Lo111 F:uerxy petrticle iusfr11meut (LEP)

of returning ions to the shock. This distribution shape is problematic because the lack of

The plasma data were obtained from the three-dimensional (3D) electrostatic low energy

returning ions should stop the DA process. In contrast to the lacking hemisp here, ion in the

panicle (LEP) instrument. The LEP selects incoming ions according to their energy per charge.

escaping side are well scattered, 1vhich suggests that the wave-particle interact ion takes place

The LEP has two alternative energy modes to measure positive ions (the low energy mode

efliciently but without extending to the returning hemisphere A· mentioned in Appendix A, the

covers from 32 eV/q to 40 keV/q, and high energy mode from 5 keV/q to 42 keV/q) Only data

scattering proces which is derived fi·om t·he cyclotron re onance condition has the limitation

in the high energy mode have been used in this statistical study. Seven detectors are placed at

problem at 90°. The scattering efficiency around 90° decreases to zero. At first sight, it is

the positions corresponding to the incident elevation angles of

oo, ± 22.5°,

± 45.0°, and

considered that the observed half-isotropic distribution is the resu lt of such interactions. 1f so.

+ 67.5° from the satellite spin plane. A the spin axis is et almost parallel (within 3° ) to the

how the isotropic distribution i. produced? So. it is remained as an unsolved question how the

GSE Z axis (north-south line), the observation in azimuthal direction is provided by the spin

observed distributions are constructed by the wave-particle interaction process in the large

One spin period (- 3 sec.) is divided into 16 ectors. ln each sector. the enerh'Y scan is made by

amplitude upstream waves. 'ext, we discuss the 1 ave-panicle imeraction proce s in

ection

2.3.

stepping the analyzer voltage in 32 logarithmic steps. One set of the LEP data consists of 32
(Energy) ' 16 ( zimuth)

><

7 (Elevation) points obtained in one spin period . The 30 data et

are ummed for four- pin period(- 12 sec) on the satellite. For a derailed description of the

2.2

2.2.1

Upstream Diffuse lon Events from GEOTAIL
Observations
The G EOTAIL Miss ion and Instrumentation s

insirurnent seeM11k{ll eta/., [1994)

Magnetometer (MGF)

The magnetic field measurement were obtained from the triaxial fluxgale magnetometer. The
three components of the magnetic field are sampled 128 rimes per seconds, and averaged

to

16

vectors per second on the satellite. Data for all periods used in this statistical study were 4 spin
The data for this study were obtained fi·omthe GEOTAJL satellite. One of the major subjects of
this satellite is to investigate the magnetotail dynamics in the ISTP campaign The in truments

averaged as I he LEP data were For a detailed description of the instmment see Kokubun eta/. ,
[1994]

are designed to observe the magnetotail plasma signature where the pla. ma densit y is more
tenuous and weaker magnetic field intensity in the distant plasma sheet than those in the so lar

2.2.2

Event Selection

wind With these sensi tive detector we have obtained additional/new features abou t the
upstream suprathermal ions. We have used the GEOTA IL near-earth orbit interval from
Feb ruary, 1995 to April, 1997. The apogee is abou t 30 Rein the elliptic plane, so that the
GEOTATL surveys more extensive region than previous satell ites (e.g ISEE-1 ,2 - 17 Re,
AMPTE/IRM - 19 Re). We have a better coverage lo inve tigate the spatial distribut ion of the
character of the diffuse ions.

A typica l exam pl e from the diffuse upstream ion events selected for this tudy is shown in Fig.
(2- ) Pl otted is the difT'erentia lnumber flux ll /cnl sec str ke /q) for ions between 9 and I I
keV per charge, from I . 15 to 2: 15 UT on I0 August, 1996, (X - I0 Re, Y - -22 Re, Z - -3 .0
Re). In this thesis we u e the GSE (geocentric so lar ecliptic) coordinate

stem. We presume

tha t all the io ns are protons. Sin e 1he flux ratio of heavy ions to protons is typically less than
severa l perce nt [lpal'ich ef a/., 1984], our presu mption should not cause any serious

t2
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sampl es shou ld be less than a factor of 3. This averaging mak es one datum This averaging

9 - II lkeV/ql ion intensity in the upstream wave frame

procedure is to avoid ambigu ity due to the low count rate. The intensity of the nux in Fig. (2-5)
I O, A ug.l996

is hown in the upstream wave frame. Horizont al bars in Fig. (2-5) show the selected data

1

interva l. We try above selection for LEP data from 5 to 3 I ke V every 2 ke V.

GEO TAJ L P os it ion s (GSE X-Y pla ne)

tO'

35
1: 15

t:30

2:00

2:15

25

TIME !UTI

Figure 2-5.

Example of the

i11tcns1t~

profiles in lime tor llpstrcam

observed from GEOTA IL-LEP 111Stn1mcnt

......

30

1:45

Pt oU ~!d IS

for thl!

d1ffus~

d lftc rcnll ~ l

1011

.. ·~

c\CIIlS

number nu.x

bct11 ecn 9-t l kcV/q in upstream 11avc frame (sec text for transportation procedures).
The upper bars shall' the selected data intcn al for our stallstic study.

mis-interpretension. The nu · level remained high after I 18 except a few dropouts (at 1·20 and
1·33). The sudden onset of the particle flux a11d nat-topped nux profi le are characteri tic in the

upstream diffuse ion events for the energy range les than severa l ten keY For our statisti ca l
study, we have chosen such diffuse ion events by the fo Uowi ng election pro edure . First. we
have tran sformed the LEP measurements from the satellite frame to the upstream wave frame.
We treat the upstream wave as the AJfven wave propagating up stream directi on along the IMF

10

5

0

-5

-10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40

GSE - Y !Rei

in solar wind frame. From the so lar wind parameters (field direction, intensity, and density) we
have set the center of the upstream wave frame.

ext, the ion flux whose pitch angle is between

70° (100° ) and 80° (110° ) for positi ve (negative) X component of t he interplanetary

magnetic field (IMF) is averaged per 10 samples(- 2 min.) in the upstream wave fram e This
restriction is to distinguish th e diffu se ion distributio n from "reflected beam ion " di stribu tion
For selecting th e stable events. a ratio of maxi mum to minimum differential flu .'( in the 10

14

f- igure Z-6. GEOTALL positions during

scl~ctcd

events for 15-1 7 keV/q ions

111

the

eclipse p l an~ in GSE coordinate S)Stcm. 1l1c Sun is located to top and right is dam1S1dc.
The d ned cu n·c sham; nomma l shock locatiQn ll·curfield. 197 11 .
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Flux Intensity and Energy Spectr·a

l•'l .l 'X vs, Ds

111. X ''s, 0'!

Ill'

~
Previous observations have shown that the differential particle nu x depends on the distance

(<)

(")

"

.:<
~

y

from the shock [lpovlch eta/. , \98\ a, 7i·atlller eta!., 1994 1 We have also studied the spatia l
profile about the flu x intensity in the wider region than previous studies, so th at we have gotten
the spatial dependence on the distance both along the IMF direction and along the X axis in
GSE coordinate. We ha ve adopted following cri teria in addition to above data selections in
Section 2 2.2. The 2-minutes time-a\·eraged IMF direction ( B for elevatio n angle,
longitudinal

angle)
0

(315 - 20) <

¢

have

- 20~ <
0

< (31 . + 20)

.

B<

20°

(I 35 - 20)0 < ¢

and

¢

(135 + 20)0

for
or

For examp le, we have . elected \5 1J data set for 15 - 17

"

Ld ==H1.9

1"
""~

Ill

HJ

IS

IJisl'a nec alunJ! the I~IF Os

10

'"

I
I~

10

J)ista nce aJ(mgthe I.\ IF Ds

(h)

.... LlX ' · · Xs

~

=

"

J Rl•J

ll~e

_,

FLL"X

' s..

X.~

Jl~el

(d )

G:

r H•'

:5

~

~
Q

,.

keY ions (hereafter 16 keY ions) Fig. (2-6) shows the GEOTAIL atellite position during the
!Q

occurrence of the events for 16 keY ions The dotted curve hows nominal bow shoe~ position

Lx '"' tltt.511~t: I

25

- 15

Xs I He I

- ltl

...5

0

tO

Hi

Xs \ Re J

[Faii.Jie!d, 1971] The observed positions are widely di tributed over the bow shock

Hereafter, for convenience to

how the upstream distance, we set a two-dimensional

coordinate system in the ecliptic plane Xs and Ds axis. x.., is the X coo rdinate of the shock foot
point of the IMF line. Ds is the distance from the bow shock along the JMF direction The

Figure 2-8.

The dlll.:renual number nux 1crsus Ds (Panel (a)) and Xs (Panel (b)) for

I 'keY e1cn ts. Tbu differ nual number nux 1crsu Ds (Panel (c)) for 0 He < Xv < - Re

event

\\IUl

kast square fitting results (doncd line) of th<.: functional form of Eq . (2. 1).

The e·holding lmgth is X2 9 He 11ith correlation cocftlclcnt 0.65 . The dirlcrcmial number
geometry is illustrated in Fig. (2-7). We use the bow shock model of l'eredo et a/. ( \995],
which inciLtdes the effects of the solar wind ram pressure, Alfven Mach number and the IMF
cone angle (the angle between the IMF line and X direction in GSE)

flLt.x versus X1· (Panel (d)) fo r 3 Re < D.1· < 8 Re events "1th least square fitting resu lts
(cloned hne) of the functional form of Eq. (2.2) . Thee-holding length is II 0.5 Rc with

corrclntion cocflic•cnt 0 66 Titc intensity decreases exponential\) 11ith bodt increasmg ot'
and dccr~asing of.\',·

f)s
Tu Sun

Fig. (2-8) shows the differential number flux at 16 keY as a function of Ds {Panel (a)) and Xs

tMF

(Panel (b)). The intensity weakly decrea es witJ1 increasing Ds and with decreasing X1·. The tlux
inten ity seems to depend on both Ds and Xs. To show the real dependence on Xs and Ds, the
S:urllllr

"'

data sets are subdivided into 5 Re by ea h Xs and /)s axis. The nux profile versus D.1' for the
GSE • Y

data wit h 0 Re '- x_,, '- 5 l?e is plotted in Fig. (2-8c), and the flux profile versus x~ for the data
' ith 3 He < I s < 8 Re i. plotted in Fig. (2-8d). ln these fi.!,'llres it is clearly shown that the

SHOCK

Figure 2-7.

Th~gcomCII)'

of the definition ofX1· and ll.L

16

.

-

- - - -

-

intensil ex ponentia\ly decreases as reponed in previous works. The dotted lines show the
result of the least

~quare

fit1ing of the functional (·a rm of
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En~rg'

Ld

I!lei

lkevlc;l
6
8
10
12
I-I
16
IR
20
22
24

26
28
30

Table 2-1.

25 .6
34 8
42.0
50.0
6"-6
82 .9
107.8

Nu mbcr or
C\'elltS

Corrdation
Coeffic ient

20~

0.78

:19\1

O.X4

-144

0.85
0.8 1
0.74

4-16

430
378
296

171 .0
183 . 7
300.2
1078
901.2
91.5

207

101
61
30
14

5

2.2

Ur)stre:tm Diflu:oc Inn

Eve nt ~

from

Gri.OTAU~ Ob~ c n· ation s

(a) 9, Aug. 1996 1839:30- 1841:33

.......

.....
......

0.65

Ec = 18.5 1keV/ql

0.3 1

0

10 15 20 25 30 35 40

5

0

5

I 0'

I(}'

I(}'

Ds = 12.1 !Rei
TTTTTT

~-

0 11
0.79

l

... ....·····.... .
.. .... ....

J(}'

Ds=2.0 !Rei

0.23
n63

Ec = 46.4 lkeY/ql
10 4

...·

0.54
0.35

(b) 17, Sep. 1996 1911:47- 1913:49
10'

10 IS 20 25 30 35 40

Energy jkeV/q l

Scale length Ld. numb · r of~\cnt s and rorrcb tton coclfic tent for the fitlmg

of Ld for 13 encrg) ranges
Figure 2-9.

Encrm

pcctrum for the difti.tsc ton C\Cnts

111

the ncar upstr~am rcgton

(Panel (a) /), = 2.0 /le) and in the far upstream rcgton (Panel (b) Ds = 12. 1 lie ) The
dotted lmcs arc resu lts of the least square fitti ng \\tth ~xponenti a l function (Eq (2.3))

A exp( - Us I /.d)

(2 I)

0\Cr 10 kcV He ts the charactcnstic cnerg~ The spectnun in the ncar upstream region
(Lc = 18. ") is soft~r than that in the far upstream region u~·c = -16.4) .

for Panel (c) and

(2 2)
for Panel (d) with calcu lated scale length (l.d and /.x) The sca le length is /.d = 82 9 He wi th

Ec vs. Ds

correlation coefticient 0 65, and Lr = 11 0 5 He with 0 66. respectively The summa ty of the
sca le length Ld and number oft he data set are tabu.! a ted in Table (2-1 ). GEOTAIL resu lts show
relatively larger sca le length than previou wo rks (7 I<~ for 30 ke\1 ion llpw'lt:h e1 a/. , 198 1a]
and 4.8 Re for 20 keY ion [7i·artner e1 al. , 1994]) These difference are discu sed later A

..... .

·~

>

60

• •• '"'r·
..•.:'...=. •

~

..:.::

... . .iJi; ...:. ,.···:
'A. • ·'· #:1
-~

c:.J

"""

general trend is an increasing of Ld w ith increasing o f energy

' 80 hard

,\.

• • •

r•:-. • • • • •

•

The larger scale length Ld for the higher energy ions suggests that the eneq,'Y spectra get
harder with increase of Ds. The energy spectra of the diffu se ion in the selected pitc h angle

- 40

~

~
-5

( 70°- 80° for positive B,, I 00°- I I 0° for negati ve B, ) are shown in Fig . (2-9) The solar wind

0

5

10

IS

20

0

soft

20

Distance along the lMF Ds IRe I

distribution is excluded in these plots. These are obta ined in diffe rent Ds from the data set in Fig .
(2-8c) Panel (a) is at Ds - 2 .0 Re. Pa nel (b) is at Ds - 12 . 1 Re The da ta point s form straig ht
lines in both Panel s, indi ca ting t hat the energy spectrum has an exponenti al torm Assu ming

a

Figure 2- 10.

Tim characteristic

cm:rg~

(L'c) versus/).,· for data 0 Re < Xs < 5 lie. The

energy pcctrum b~comcs hard~r \\ith increasll\g of D.1•,

fu nctio na l form

I~
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where (V c. V ,) is lhc center velocity of the ellipse. As seen in Fig. (2-11 b), the ellipse shown

i:!_
dE

x exp(- E I Ec)

(2 )

we have calculated the characreristjc energy E, The dotted lines in Fig (2-9) arc the results of
rhe least-square fitting. We can ee the harder spectrum in largcJJ.,· as expected from the energy
dependence of Ld (The E, value is 18.5 keY for Panel (a), 46 4 ke

f r Panel (b)). The

characteristic energy E, of diffuse ion events from the data set in Fig. (2-8c) are plotted in Fig.

by a dashed curve clearly has a lacking part in the returning side. This suggests that the
scattering emciency against the returning ions is weaker than that against the escaping ions.
When the pitch angle distribution is plotted in a certain energy range, the width of the pitch
ang le distribution calculated from upstream-ward magnetic field direction determines the
distribution shape. 180° (90° ) pitch angle width constructs the isotropic (half-hemisphere)

(2-10) against !Js. Although the data becomes more scattered i11 large/),, the trend shows
increasing of E, with increasing IJs.

(a)

(b)

17, Sep. 1996 1911 :47-1913:49

9, Aug. 1995 1839:30- 1841 :33

2.2.4

Pitch Angle Distribution

j_~~

311110

In this section we in estigate the angular di stribution ofrhe upstream diffuse ion events

311011

201111

20110

101111

1000

Paschmamt el a/., [ 1981) pre en ted a two-dimensional distribution of diffuse i ns, (Fig (2-1 ))
which is characterized by the nearly isotropic around the ambie111 magnetic field llowever. our
observations have shown that the distribution consists of two type , that are nearly isotropic

-IOIW

and half-isotropic angular distributions. Fig. (2-11) shows examples of these two types of

-2000

distributions in the satellite (- shock) frame in the plane including the parallel direction to the
magnetic field and one of the perpendicular directions to the field (the same events as Fig. (2-

--

/
/

t 11110 21HIO 31100

·101111

-201)0

-31100
-30011 -211110 - ltlllll

-3000
-30()(1 -201)0 -11100

111011 20011 31100

Perp endicul a r· Velocity fkm/sf

9)). The vertical axis is the velocity parallel to magnetic field line (V) and positive · directs
from shock LO upstream side. A solid curve shows iso-contour level of the phase space density
16 3
( I "' 10' [s m.. ]). A gray triangle represents the solar wind velocit From the shape in Panel

Figure 2- 11.

(b) we call this type of distribution as 'mushroom' type. Note that the incompleteness of the

(2-9) The 30 obsen at ion darn is sliced m the plonc including tlw magnetic field and one

'mushroom'. The part of the 'stem' is contaminated with the solar wind heavy ions (thin curve in
Panel (b) around V - -800 [kmls]). Therefore, diffuse ions can be identified onl in the cap part

Exomp lc ofongul"r distribution ofdilfusc ions for the sorn~ ~\Cnts os Fig

of the V directions The \enica l axi is the velocity parallel to magnetic field line (V)
and positive V, directs from shock to upstream side. Thick curve sho\\ s iso-contour level
at I X Io·'' Is' m "I for d1ffuse ions. ote that the distribution in Panel (b) is contaminated

The cap part consists of the io ns which are escaping from the shock This smooth curve in the

by so lor " md heavy ions (t hin cun e ). Gray triangle represents the solar \\'ind center. In

cap part suggests tha t the scattering process by the wa e occur efllcient ly. To visualize the

the ncar upstream region

lacking in the returning hemisphere, we have fitted an elli pse function to the escaping half-

(Pun.:>~

(a))_ ncarh· isotropic distribution is observed. on the

other hand. 111 I he far upstream region (Panel (b)) 'mushroom'

t~

pe distribution is

observed _ Dnskd cuned sho\\'s the fined ellipse for upper hemisphere (flowing to

hemi phere part,

upstream side) of
a (I' - 1', ) 0 + fJ (V - I'.)'

20

~

./

(-.4)

c'aclt

distribution. Each black circk shows the center of the fitted

ellipse A hcm lsphcn: of ret urn ing part in the 'mushroom' distribution is cleorly cut otf.
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distribution. In order to investigate the dependence of angular distributions on the Os, Fig (212) shows the maximum pitch angle wid th of the LEP instrument detecti n (> I count/sample).

t· ·

..:.t":"~_,__j__.__,_,__._t 181)
i--'---'-;~·r~·~~~~~~It~~~~-~
. . r• • ·"t:;.~}.·i.f!
,
..
<' '!'$'
160
.• ... . ·JIC~··"'II..
. .. . • ' .....
'• I
•:·~
.·t
':
.~:
. . . ,. ....

.

The data set are four different energy range ( I 0, 16, 22, 28 keY) in 0 Re < x~ < 5 Ne . The pitch
angle is calculated in the upstream wave frame. The pitch angle widt h becomes narrower in all

e e e

energy levels with increasing of Ds, so that the distribution shape changes from nearly isotropic
to mushroom type. ln the near upstream region, the difli.1se ions are observed in nearly isotropic,

10 keY

I

. ·.
..

1 ~0

I

12()

·~

100

which is consistent with previous observations. In the far upstream region, the den ·ity of the
returning hemisphere becomes smaller, which results in the 'mushroom' distribution

2.2.5

Summary of Obse rvations

1211

16 keV
We have analyzed the upstream diffi1se ion events of the qua -i-parallel shocks in the dawn side

1811

upstream region. In su mmary we have shO\ n the following: I The difrerential nu intcn ity of

1611

the ditli.1 e ions becomes weaker as the observation location goe away from the shock surface

t-Ill

along the IMF (going po itive Ds) and into pre-dawn upstream region (goi ng negative

x~

observation location goes into a far upstream region 3 The 'mushroom' type distributions arc

tHO

observed more frequently in a far upstream region 4 The smooth curve in the escaping

1611

hemisphere of the 'mushroom' distribution uggests that the pitch angle changing process b the

1~1 1

upstream wave occurs efficiently

1211

[l/·alfn~tr e. I a/., 1994 ],

AA

28 keV

While the dependence of the scale length /.d on the ion energy resembles with those in a
previous work

1211

22 keV

direction). 2. The energy spectra ha e exponential dependence and become harder as the

(I)()

-5

scale length Ld is longer in all energy range The possible

0

5

10

20

15

Distance alon g the IMF Ds IRe I

reasons may be the following. As seen in Section 2.2 4 di stribution shapes of the ditli.1se io ns
are not always isotropic and they consist of nearly isotropic with weak expansion to
perpendicu lar direction and 'mushroom' type. If it is assumed that th e distribution of the diA'use
ions is isotropic and the intensity is averaged all over the direction, the nux inten ity is underestimated because of the exisience of the lacking hemisphere. Si nce the 'mushroom' distribution
with a lacking hemisphere is observed in the far up . tream region, the nux intensit y is fu 1i her
under-estimated in the far upstream region . This leads to the mail ers ale lengt h f.d in previous
results.

l'ig111'e 2- tl.

Pitch angle width for the diffuse ion distribution. The width is defmed as

the ma.,imum pitch angle based on the upstrl!llm-ward fie ld aligned direction. The 180°
(90° ) angle correspond ton ncarl) isotropic (half-hemisphere) distribution. The pitch

angle is

calcubt~d

in the upstream wave frame in the four

range (I 0_ t6_ 22. 28

suggests that the 'mushroom' distribution is freq uently observed in the n1rtber upstream
region .

22

cn~rgy

kcV) In rhu (\Jrthcr upstream region along tlu; IMF. t:he width becomes narrower. whicb

23
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The energy spectnJm also represents an exponential shape in the far upstream region, but the

Pi u.: h Angle Sc;H tcrinc. in Ihe Largl' Amp lituc.Jc Alrvtn Wuvcs

hand po larization (anomalous Doppler-shift e!Tect). The wave number of the largest growth

slope is harder. These resu lts suggest that high energy ions are mo re easi ly ex tending to the

rate is mainly determined by the den sity and velocity of the reflected beam ions. From the

upstream region or hard to be scattered back to the shock

observational resu lts and the linear calcu lation for the instability, the wave length for the typical

The wider observation regions than the !SEE and

MPTE/IRM satellites enable u to find

upstream parameters is about 50 in the ion inertia length unit.

the non-isotropic di tribution 'mushroom' type. Since the 'mu hroom' type di. tribut ion is

When the above quasi-linear scenario applies for the ions' pitch angle scattering process,

observed in the tar upstream (Fig. (2-12)), the previous observations were hard to detect them.

waves should consist of mu lti-components and the wave phase also should distribute randomly.

From the smooth curve in the escaping half-hemisphere, it is suggested that the wave-particle

Obsetv ed upstream waves, on the contrary, often show a nearly monochromatic feature which

interaction process works efti ·iently. Ln next section. we in estigatc the ion mo tions in the large

is at variance with this request And also the observed diffuse ion distribution is not always

amplitude Alfven waves by means of a test particle simulation, and explain the dependence of

isotropic In thi section 2.3, we propose an alternative scenario lor the pitch angle changing

the distribution shapes on the distance from the shock

proces. In a large amplitude monochromatic wave, ions are phase trapped and subjected to a
large pitch angle changing, even though the cyclotron resonance condition is not satisfied . We

2.3

2.3.1

Pitch Angle Scattering in the Large Amplitude
Alfven Waves

present an overview for the equations to describe the trapping process in Section 2.3 2, show
example of test particle motion in

ecrion 2.3.3, and then give the consequent pitch angle

distribution in Section 2.3 4

z

Difticulties in Resonance Scatterin g Process

V_!_

Vn x Bw

In the previous observations near the shock, the diffuse ions ha e a nearly isotropic di tribution.
It has been considered that ions are cattered by the up tream wa es with the sma ll-angle

Bw

pitch-angle scatteri ng process (the quasi-linear scenario) in which the parallel velocity V shou ld
satisfy the anomalous cyclotron resonance condition,
(2.5)

X Bo Vn

The waves are excited by the ion-beam instabi lity between the solar wind cold io n5 and

~)

refl ected beam ions which is produced at the quasi-perpendicular shock region The exci ted

- V.1

waves are right- hand polarized wi th a nearly monochromatic peak at the low frequency (<

X

V.1 x Bo

Bw

proton gyro-frequency), propagati ng upstream di rection (the same directio n a the reflected
beam ions) along the ambient magnetic field in the plasma rest frame . E ·act ly speaki ng, the
resonance is anomalous type. The observed wave amp li tude is very large (the ratio of the wave
amp litude to ambient magnetic field intensi ty is over 0 5)

ince the a lar wind speed is super-

Figure 2- 1J . The gcomcl.r~ of tht• forces acLing on the ion in the 1\'a' c frame. Amb1cnt
magn ~t 1c

tidd \Cctor Bu and thl! \\3\C \I.!Ctor k arc aligned ro X axis. B,, is wmc

component. -n,rcc Lorentz forces

~rc

acting on an ion running pnralkl to 8 6 •

()

is an

Aifvenic, the waves are convected toward the shock and observed in satellit e frame wi th a leO-

importanl parameter to determi ne an ion motion defined as the phase of V 1 rclnrivc to
B., in the plai n pcq>cndicular to Bo.
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Basic Equation
Energy conse rvation
in Wa ve Frame

Here we consider an ion motion in the large amp litud e monochromati c Alfven wave. From the
linear calculati on of the ion bea m in lability. the excited wa es are right-hand circularly
polarized and propagating along the ambient magneti c field B0 . So, we set in !-dimensional
space and the spatial axis is set in X ( Bu II k II X) . Let B,.. be the magnetic fie ld vector or the
Alfven wave. The equation of motion of an ion in the wave frame is si mply given b [e g .. '11dan

a11<l 0 11. I 97 I; Mat.mmoto e1 at.. I 974 for electron in whi. tier waves, and Hoshum and
7erasawa, ·1985 for ions in MHD waves]

Vw

dv
e
= - v " (B ,, + .B ,)
dt
Ill

(2 6}

where m, e and v are the ion mass, charge and veloci ty In terms of the veloci ty components, we
Figure Z-14. The g~omctry of an ion traJectory in vcloci t~ space. Smcc an ion energ:- is
consened in wave frame. the mouon is restricted on the ctrc\e \\hose center rs the wave

have
dv
d!
dv

-dt

dB

dl

where v

v~ +

v; , Q ,

- .0 v sin B

(2.7)

Q v

(2 .8)

=-

n.,

in B
v

- k v +Q-

v

= eB 0 I m , Q

phase >clocn ~ V".

co mponents in time but the motion is restricted on a circle whose center is wave phase velocity
cosB

(2 9)

V. because ion energy is conserved in the wave frame,

eB, I m and B is the phase angle between

(2. 10)

v 1 and B. as shown in Fig (2- I3).
nd er a const ant and uniform ambient magnetic field B., wirh large amplitude wave, the phase

Tb e Lorentz force acting on the ion may be decomposed into three elements, v
B~

and v11 v B•• as illustrated in Fig (2- I3). The first one causes the usual cyclo tron moti on and

is represented in the first term on the right hand side ofEq. (-.9) The second force accelerates

0 of ion is bunched in a cenain angle [e.g. S11dan and Oil, 197 1; Mals11moto el a/. , 1974;
Hoshino and .7iaasmva, I985] ( ee ppendix B).

the ion in the parallel direction to Bu. The motion is treated through Eq (2 7), and changes the
phase B by Doppler-shift represented in the second term on th e right hand side of Eq . (2.9)

2.3.3

Pitch Angle Scattering Motion

The third force accelerates the ion in the perpendicular direction to B., and al so changes the
phase angle B, which is represented in the third tenn on the right hand sid e of Eq (2 9). As
seen in Eq . (2 7) - (2.9), ioo motion strongly depends on phase angle B and amp litud e of

To derive how much the ion s can cha nge their pitch angle in the large amplitude
monochromatic MHD wave tleld , numerical computations of the basic Eqs. (2 .7) - (2.9) are
performed for arious initial parameters in \-dim ensional space. Th e veloci ty, time and length

waves B. through Q .
Pig (2-14) shows how an ion moves in the velocity space (v , v ). An ion

change~

its velocit y

are norma li zed to Alfven velo city

V A,

inverse prot on gyro-frequen y

n, 1 ,

and ion inertia

length -1, in the normalized densit and magnetic fi eld intensity space. To simpli fY the particle

26
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BwI B 0 = 0.5 A,w 50 [A..JI
V II 0

= -6.2 [VA] v..L 0 = 3.0 [VA]

2 (e)

J.1 = -0.9
0
2

0

<
2:.

-2

(a)

-2

-4

>-

-6

-8
8

<

6

>

-4

(b)
-6

4

-i

>

2
0

-8

21t

0

<I>
~

(112) 1t

(c)

"'
~

2 1t

Phase 9

1t

..c

(3/2) 1t

1t

~

0

Fig u re l- 15.

0.0

::i.

-0.5

Ti me profi le of para llel v1 (Pane l (a)), perpendicular v ~ (Panel (b))
(Pane l (c)) and pitch angle cosine J1 (Pane l (d)). T heir in itia l

e

eloc ity pha e angle

pitch angle is -0.9 whic h consists of vko = -6.2 VA and v .Lo = 3.0 VA· Six c urves

(d)

corres pond to 90 = (I

)n. (2/J)n . .... 21!' , which can be distinguished fro m others b

line ·tyle shown in Panel (c). T he wa e amp litude and wave length are Bwf 8 0
and 50 A, . In this case, the resonance veloc ity

- LO
0

5

10

TIME

15

[ n.-' 1
I

28

20

cross

v •. thei r

=

0.5

is about -8 VA· A lthough ions do not

pitch angle vary in wide ra nge (from -I to 0. 15). Panel (e) shows the

trnj ectory in the parallel ve loc il and pha e
angle has

v.

eo= (2/3) 1r

And a lso the pair of

and

eo = (4/J)n

e plane. The

ions whose initia l phase

move the same trajectory in this plane (e).

e0 = ( 1/J)n and e = (5/J)n
0

29

moves the same trajectory.
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motion, the orbits are calculated in the 1 ave frame where the moti nal electric fie ld is van ished .
The ambient magnetic field directs to positi eX. The steady right-hand po larized MilD waves

Bw I B 0 = 0.5 A.w = 50 [A.i)

are given b the fo ll owing equations with the wa e number k 1

v

(2 . II )

11

o=

-9.1 rv AI v _LO = 3.o rv AI Jl = -o.9s

(2 . 12)
/"-/.

In this Chapter, the wave length is con tan t at 50 A.,, so that the cyclotron resonance velocity
R-

0

-6
-8
-10
10

velocity

Fig. (2-1 ) shows one of the traje tories of ions about the parallel v (Panel (a)), the
perpendicular

(Panel (b)) velocity, phase angle (} (Panel (c)) and pitch angle cosi ne p

(Panel (d)) versus time. Their initial pitch angle is -0.9 which consists ofv..

-6 2 v.~ and

11

(a)

~

-8 V" Ions are injected at X=O at time zero with their initial parameters· the phase 0.,, the

parallel v" and the perpendicular v

2
0
-2

8

6

=

(b)

-1

3.0 VA. Six curves correspo nds to (} = (II') IT , (2/J) IT ,
= 0.5

., - ff

The wave amplitude i B" I B,

2

The ion velocity varies in the wide range with time, ' hich lead the pitch angle changing

0
21t

as shown in Panel (d) The time-scale is very shon abou t a gyro-mo tion period (2Jr ). This i
one of the different points from the quasi-linear scenario where the scatt ering motion occurs

(c)

qu ite slowly as averaged in gyro-period (see Appendix A 2). Another different point is that the
parallel velocities have never had cyclotron resonance velocit VR - -8 V., The ion motio ns are
not concerned with the resonance process but related with the phase trapping motion as noted
in Appendix B Some ions are trapped about their phase angle () around

1r

(Panel (c)). Under

(d)

these initial parameters, the ions whose initial pha e B,, is (2/')~r . rr, (413)Jr are the case
(colored curves) . Panel (e) how the same motions in the parallel velocity and phase (} plane.
The variance width of parallel velocit y for trapped ions is smaller than that of t he ot her full0

rotating ions, which leads sma ll va rian ce in their pitch angle. So, the pitch-angle cha nging

5

10

15

20

stro ngly depends on their initial phase B,,. Fig. (2- 16) shows ano ther example in the same
format in Fig. (2-15 (a)-( d)) in whi ch the ini tia l para ll el velocity is larger than that of the
previous case. Although the parallel velocities pass the Vk, the moti ons are the same as
Figu•-e 2- 16.

The .ame forma t as Fig.(2-15) (Panel (a)-(d)) for the ions whose initial

previous case Thus in the large amplitude wave, th e importance of the resona nce ve locity is

pitch angle is -0.95 "'hich consists of v10 = -9. 1 VA and v... o = 3.0 VA· Even though ions

,;. v , the Vk has ome meaning as shown in Appendi B, bu t now v

cross the rc onance velocity. the traj ectories are the sa me as previous ones (Fig.(2-

weak . ( In the region v

and v are comparab le.) Although the reso nance cond iti on is not satisfied , th e pit h angle
30

15)).
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widely distributes from -I to 0. 15 , Fig. (2-17) shows the case where the wave amplitude is

BwI B0 = 0.05

weak 8 " I Bn = 0.05 The pitch angle changing width becomes small and the pitch angle
distribu tes from -I to -0 .7 . Since the forces working on the ion are proportional to the wave

-6.2

Jl = -0.9

amplitude as shown in Eq

(2 .7) - (2 .9), the velocity variance become

smaller as the

amplitude decreases. The variance width of the pitch angle also decreases with the amplitude

-0.6

In the small amplitude wave case, it is expec-ted that only the ions whose parallel velocity
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Figure 2- 18.
- (h)) 1crsus

11

I\ \ I

Initial l':mtllel

Tho pitch angle 1ariauce "'idth for
th~

..\_\1P "" U.Oii1

_

i'-·l-G

1- ~rious

-............--..--

Vclt1odt~

\'

0

.._...r · I IJ

I \'" I

amplitude condition (Panel (a)

initial parallel wlocit) The dotted curves in each panel show initial

pitch a ng le Max1mum and minimu m pitch a ngle ( J.i) nrc plotted 11·ith square and circle
Figure 2-17.

The same fo rmat as Fig. (2-15) (pane l (d)) for the ions whose initia l

pi tch ang le is the ame as Fig. (2-15) but wave am pl itude is one order small er (OwI 8 0

= 0.05). The variance width in fJ- depends on the wave am plit ude.

dots. respectively_ The vertical olid line at the v., - -8 V,, represents the cyclotron
resonance 1docit) In the la rg ' amplitude case. all the ions have changed their pi tch angle.
As amplitude beconws smaller. rhc Interaction rl!gion is restricted o.round the resonance
velocity which ho11 s u unl Cl'clotron resona nce phenomena.
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satisfies the resonance condition changes their pit ch angle. Fig. (2- 18) shows the variance width

1_

_

Arbitrary
unit
_
_
I II II

. ,__,.,.._

4 oo

of the ions' pitch angle cosine (I') versus their initial parallel velocit y vo for various ampliwd e
conditions (Panel (a) - (h)). ince the initial perpendicular velocity i ·constant at v n ~ 3 0 VA,

(a)

Right-hand Polarized Wa ve

the initial pitch angle is not cons tant as represented by dotted curves in each panel The ver1ical

1.0

solid line in each panel at the v 0 - -8 VA repre ents the cyclotron resonance elocity VR Lower
(upper) curve in each panel with circles (squares) shows the maximum (minimum) pitch angle

0.5

cosine p . Ion are o ci ll ating in pitch angle between these two boundaries In the small

0.0

amplitude case. the pitch angle shows small change on ly around the VR and the width between
maximum and minimum angle is also small

s the amplitude increase. the width become wider

-0.5

and the innuenced velocity range also becomes wider. When the amplitude is over I0 percent of
'1'-r'!''h"!'~~""'",..,..~~

the ambient field intensity, all the ions have been interacted b the wa e and changed their pitch
angle The step like boundaty feature at

v"-

-12

v ... lor Panel (d) and

0

-II V , for Panel (e)

10

20

30

40

-1.0

50

TIME [ O.i-1 J

are reflection oft he phase trapping effects. If the parallel . peed is faster than this boundary, the
trapping feature disappear and all the ions arc phase rotating, so that the parallel veloci ty is
nearly constant When the wave amplitude is large, the boundary elocit gets faster because, as
explained above, the force working on the ions becomes larger

Lin er Polarized Wa ve

(b)

::i
~

2.3.4

c
·;;;

Ion Distribution Shape in Monochromatic Alfven Waves

0

u
~

0.0
Following the ion trajectories, the pitch angle distribu ti on is calculatl!d in the monochromatic

c

Alfven waves Fig_ (2-19a) show the pitch angle distribution versus time. The density in pitch

<
.c

angle space is color-coordinated in arbitrary unit. The initial veloci ties of these ions are set lvl

~

6 VA with pitch angle between - I and -0 8 every 0.02. and

B..= (1/3) ;r, (2/J);r ,

=

. 2;r The

<j
.....

0

10

20

30

40

50

wave parameters are the same as previous one, that is, wave length is 50 A,. and wave
amplitude is o_s_ The pitch angle can extend over 90° ( p =0) and di stribute in the wide range
from p

= - I - 0.2.

However, the di stribution is not isotropic but bunched in time. The nearly

isotropic distribution in the range -I < p < 0.2 is observed if the e ions are continuously
injected over the time scale of this phase bunching interval (> 6 - 7 0 ,' ). whi ch is about I 0
(sec.] in the actual upstream co ndition. As a resu lt, the 'm ushroom' distribution can bee ·pected
even in the monochromatic AlfVen waves

34

Figure 2-1 9. Pitch angle distribution versus time. The density in pitch angle space is
color-coordinated in arbitrary unit. The initial velocities of these ions are set I vI= 6 VA
with pitch angle bet' ecn -1 and -0.8 every 0.02, and 9 0 = ( l /3)rr, (2/3)tt, ... , 2tt. (a)
The wave is right-band circularly polarized form whose wavelength is 50 A.i and
amplitude is 0.5. The distribution is not isotropic but bunched in t'ime in the range
- t < !J. < 0.2. (b) The wave is linear polarized fom1 whose wavelength is 50 A.i and
amplitude is 0.5. The d.istribution bas extended ... = I in a short rime interval (- 1
.n;t- three gyro-motion periods) and almost isotropic.
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On the other hand, near! isotropic distribution in the all pi tch ang le range - I

<.

Jl < I is

observed near the bow shock Since the width of the scattering range in pitch angle space does
not reach ,11

=+I

even in the large amp litude case B" I B11

=I0

Pitch Alll; lc St:u Uc.ring in the Lurgc AmplitulJt AlfvCn W~1vc~

(see Fig. (2- 18a)), the

(a) Isotropic Type

(b) Mushroom Type
1()2

I ()2

complete isotropic distribution is not produced. But the minimum range reaches p = - I even in
the small am plirude case, whi ch suggests that contribution of a opposite polarized wave may
extend to the pitch angle distribution up to p = + I . The wave is lel1-hand polarized wave

JOI

Co-existence both the right and left-hand polarized wa es may produce the isotropi c
distribution. The co-exisrence wave is liner polarized wave if the each wa e length is the same.
The observation in the upstream region ofGiacobini-Zinner comet r 7.~umlmu el al., 1987] and
earth's upstream region [£/aOt((ir el a!.. 1990] have detected liner polarized wave

Numerical

simulations have also shown that the steepening of the circular! pola rized wave re ult in t.he

JO·f

liner polarized wave [Onudi and lf!iuske, 1990, Scltoler. 1993]. The linear polarized wave is
realistic feature in the up tream region Here we set the linear polarized wave instead of the
I0-1

circu larly polarize wave as

B,(x) =

B., cos(k

B,(x) =

0

x)

(2 13)

I0-3
(2 14)

J0-1

where B"1is wave amplitude which is generally different from B•.. Fig, (2- 19b) shows the pitch

n, 1 )

I 0''

Frequency [Hz!

angle di stribution in the same format as Fig. (2-19a) for B. 1= 0.5 The p reaches at t l in a
short time(- 18

to·'

JO·'

and almost isotropic.

ln the real upstream region of the Earth's bow shock, the ditference in the wave polarization
spectrum is also observed Fig. (2-20) shows the observed wave spectrum in the two cases of

wa 1 ~s

Figure Z-ZO.

P011 0r spcctn1m of upstream

simuJtnn~ouSI)

obsc1"10d a n~arl ) isotopic distribution (lcti) and a mushroom distribution

observed b1· GEOTAIL for the case

(right). carl) balanced po11crs in right- and I ft -hand polarized 11a 1c are sc'Cn in lcl1
observations. The spectrum in the left (right) Panel is observed when the distribution shape of

Panel, on tin: other haud. trong lc.ft-hand polarized

11 avc:

is observed in right Panel.

the upstream diffuse ion is isotropic (mushroom) type As expected above, the wave fom1 when

Since the \\ave arc conwct.cd by the solar ll"lnd flow. the observation is elfcctcd by the

the mushroom dlffuse ion distribution is ob erved, shows stro ng left-hand polarized wave . The

Dopp ler- hilt

wave simultaneously observed with the isotopic diffi.1 e ion. on the other hand , shows nea rly
sa me power level in both right and left-hand compo nent s.
The observed wave spectra ha ve high-frequency tai l whi c h is co rTespond in g to the sho rt
wavelength ta il in a real space By ca lcu latiJlg ion trajectories in the wave field whose spectrum
is ba eel on the observed form , we co nfirm such contribution of background wa e components
36

is weak and the pitch angle change main ly come fi·om the ion trapping motion in the large
amplitud e wave. Fig. (2-- 1) how the wave spectrum in wa e number space. Panel (a ) shows
the case where dominant right -hand component s are superposed with background components.
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(a) Righ t-hand polar·ized Wave
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Figure 2-21.

(b)

Ill'

umber

10'

Ill·'

10 '

~~ ~

10 1

I A,·' I

Wa1c spectrum in 11 a ve llllmbcr pace for the test pa rticle stmulattons

(c)

Panel (a) is in the case of dominanl nglu -hand waves with background n~arl~ p011~r- la"
spectrum . Panel (b) is in the case or onI) th~ background spcctnm1 Panel (c) 1s m th~
case for sclecwd wave number range in th~ background sp~c tnun . TI1c lo\\ cr cu t-otr
range in Panel (c) is determined by the ion 11ith f.1
of background components is the same
componenl (8 , = con;·t.) Tile wave pha$C

111
IS

I 0 and

lvl = 5.0 V

The po11 cr

each pan~;! and there i no compressional
randomly distributed

·n,c pO\\ Cr d~;ns tt y of

the dominant component in P~UJel (a ) is about 5 ~ times larger than that or the total
background components

Panel (b) shows the case where waves are con stru cted by o nly background co mponents. T he
energy densities of backg round compo nents are the same in (a) and (b ), and the wuves have
rand om phase s pectrum. There is no co mpressiona l compo nent (B , = col/st.) Fig . (2-22 a) ~
(2-22c) show the pitch angle distribution in the same format as Fig (2- 19) fo r th e waves in Fig.
(2-21 a) - (2 -21 c), res pectively. The densit y pro1ile for the domi nant rig ht- hand p larized wave

0

10

20

40

30

50

1

TIME [Di- J
Figure 2-Z2. Pitch angle clistribution versus time in the same fomat as Fig. (2- J 9) for the
wave given in the wave spectrum in Fig.(2-21). The density profile for the dominaot right-band
polarized wave (Panel (a)) is bunched in time which resemble wid1 Fig. (2-19a) . The contribution
of the background component is weak. With only the background components, ions' pitch angle is
changed more slowly and narrower than those of the right-hand polarized wave case (Panel (a)).
But the pitch angle changing in Panel (b) is derived from the trapping process, which i
confirmed by the comparing with the results of Panel (c). From the difference between Panel (b)
and (c), lower wave length components below the p = ± 1.0 contribute to lhe pitch angle
changing in Panel (b).
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(Panel (a)) is bunched in time as is observed in Fig (2-19a). Th.: contributi on of the background

SumnM111

whi ch is about I0 [sec.] for the actual upst ream parameters.

components is st ill too weak to invalidate th e trapping scenario In contrast, the profi le in Panel

We insist that the formation mechanism of the ion pitch angle distributions for the upstream

(b) does not exient to wide region. With only the background co mponents, ions' pitch angle

diffuse ions is diflerent from the conception of difllrsion If the ions are injected for a quite

changes more slowly and the distribution is narrower than that of the dominant right-hand

limited short-time interval in contrast to the con tinuous injecti on assumed in previous section,

polarized wave (Panel (a)) because the wave amplitude is small.

the pitch angle distribution varies in time and does not show 'mushroom' but bunched

According to the quasi-linear scenario, the short wavelength components co ntribut e to the
pit h angle scattering, especially to the ion which have slow parallel velocity or

.u - 0 in the

di tri bution in a certain pitch angle range in early time stage(< several tens Q ,' ) as shown in
Fig (2-15d) (around

n,

t - 4, I I, 18, tJ1eir pitch angle are restricted between -0 5 and 0. 1).

we set

The 'mushroom' distribution is produced (I) in later time (> several tens Q , 1 ) because the

the wa e spectrum as only the short wa elength component s whi ch ca n resonate with ions (Fig

bunching period is different each other for initial phase ()0 • and (2) under the assumption that

(2 -21 c)). The lower cu t-off range corresponds to the longest wavelength determined by the

the ions are injected continuously And also if the observation is made with lower-time

wave frame The co ntributions ofrhe long wavelength co mponent are not treated

pitch angle cosi ne p

=

1-l ~re

I for )vi = S VA, as denoted upper bar in Fig. (2-2 1) Again the energy

density of background components are the same in (b) and (c). Fig. (2-22c) hows the pitch

reso lu tion in trument than ion gyro-period. these phase trapped oscillation is smeared out and
the ions can show the 'mushroom' type pitch angle distribution

angle distribution. The diffusion time scale is consistent with the quasi-linea r scenario Ions'
pitch angle changes more slowly and the distribution is narrower than that of the random phase
wave case (Panel (b)) which is including non-resonant long wavelength components Thus we

2.4

Summary

confirm rhat the non-resonance wa e strongly work on the pitch angle changing
From the GEOTA lL ob ervation we have shown that the 'mushroom' distribution exists in the
far upstream region. This i characterized by the half-hemisphere on the escaping side by

2.3.5 Summary of Simulation

seemingly well 'scattered' distribution On the other hand, near the shock, the distribution shows
In this secti on, we have performed test particle simulati ons to investigate the pitch angle
changing process in the various wave forms. especia lly in large ampl itud e wave tielcl s_ In a
large-amplitud e monochromatic wave, the changi ng is due to phase-trapping o cil lat ion a
shown i.n the trajectory in Fig. (2- 15e). which is diflerent from the quasi-linear s enario because
in the small amplitude wave the changing is derived fi·om the pitch angle dilli.rsion. So these two
processes of oscillation and di ltusio n are disti nct each other, that is, the oscillati on is concerned
with a non-scattering motion and the diffu sion process is co ncern ed with a ca ttering motion .
The resu lts we have first shown in this section 2.3.3 are the pitch angle changes derived from
non-scattering process. Th e imp ortant difference between non-scatt eri ng (phase-t rappin g
scenari o) and the sca ttering (quasi-linear sce nario) process is the ti me scale for the pi tch angle
changing. The pitch angle changing in the trapping motion occurs as fast as th e gyro- motion

40

isotropic. Within about 30 Re distance from the earth. the wave activi ty is enough large to
change th e ion pit ch angle.
We ha ve conc luded that the wave-particle interaction process working in the earth's upstream
region is not the scattering proces derived from the cyclotron resonance process but the nonscatteri ng motions in the large amplitud e wave which are concerned with the phase trapping
mot ion In the circularly polarized monochromatic waves, the ions change thei r pitch angle to
be obser ed as a 'mushroo m' distribution if the amplitude is large enough (in this case, B..- I 8 0 >
0. 1). One of the co ntributi on processe to distribute th e ions' pitch angle to be isotropic (i .e_
from Jl = -I

tO

+ I). is co-exist ence of the ri ght-hand and left-hand polarized waves. The co-

existen e v a e is the linear polarized' ave. The linear polarized waves can be excited fro m the
wave steepening proces of the upstrea m waves if the wave amplitude is large enough and the

4t
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wave is propagati ng oblique directio n_ Since it has been reported in so me numerica l si mul ations
[e.g _Scholer eta/., 1992] that the waves are propagating ob li que direct ion near the shock , the
linear polarized waves are excited near the sho k region and the isotropic di stributi on are

Chapter 3

fi-equently observed in this region .

Ion Motion around the Parallel Shock
3.1

Introduction

Co llisionless MHD shocks have been considered as an accelerator for charged particles to high
energy range in the two different processes: scaner-free and statistical scattering process. In the
fanner process called 110ck drift acce/eralion (SDA), particle gain energy near the shock
surface by their drift owing to field gradient along the motional electric field [e.g . Armstrong
1985 ; Decker 1988 for review]- Since the electric field appears under the condit ion that there is
a finite angle between the magnetic field and the fluid velocity, this acceleration works mainly in
a quasi-perpendicular shock. In the laner process call ed difji1si"e shock acceleration (DA),
pani cles are scattered in the wide region of the shock upstream/downstream and cross the
shock surface many times [e.g. Rfam(ford and Eichler 1987 for review]. The elastic scattering
process in the upstream region leads to acceleratio n in shock frame. Since the sma ll shock angle
enables the particles to cross easil y the shock, this acceleration process has been mainly applied
to a qua i-parallel shock. These two processes do not imply a co nfl ict problem because they are
co ncept ually different methods and are used di fferent ly, and sometime used for co-existing
processes in a quasi-perpendicular shock [Decker cmd 1'/ahos, 1985 , 1986]. At the method
level. for studies of SDA process it is a good analyt ical met hod that individual particle
trajectory is numerically calculated in given field configuration. For tudies of DA process the
diffusion-convection equat·ion is used to find analyti cal solution under the assumption of the
isotro pi c ion di stribution. Mo nte-Carl o imulation app li es to f:ind numerical soluti ons [fo;J/ison ,
1985 1.
Although DA process has been only treated in the quasi-parallel shock, it is recently
presented by numeri cal si mulati ons in hybrid code that the SDA mechani sm works even in the
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quasi-parallel shocks [Schuler, 1990; K11charek and Schuler, 199 1]. Large amp litude upstream

3.2

Basic Equation for Acceleration Process

waves which are excited by accelerated ions themselves are co n ected to the shock surface, and
let the loca l instantaneous shock angle BaN oscillate wit h the wa e freq uency. Since the wave

The basic ion motion is the same as the section 2.3 . 1-dimensional pace is set in X axis The

amplitude is the sa me order as the ambient magnetic field . BR~ exceeds 45° even if' the wave-

monoch romatic Alfven wave is ci rcu larly polarized and propagating along the ambient magnetic

phase-averaged shock angle ( BnN ) is ~ 45° . In addition, the wave frequ ency is the sa me

field 8 11 ( 8 11 II k II X) with local Alfven velocity V,, . The velocity, time and length are

order as the proton cyclotron freq uency, o that ion mo ti ons around the shock are aftc ted by

normalized to the up stream Alfven velocity V,\1 , inverse proton gyro -frequency

the existence of the wave. In this chapter, we reconsider the fo llowing two topi cs: (I) ion

inertia length .t, In this Chapter, instead of the wave frame, ion motions are calculated in the

accelerat ion process and (2) ion reflection process of the incomi ng ions at the shock surface

shock frame . A plane shock is located at x = 0 and +X directs from upstream to downstream

Scholer [1 990] and Kucharek and Scholer [ 199 1] have suggested that e en in the quasi-para ll el

side 1n the upstream region, the Alfven wave is propagati ng upstream-ward (-X direction) in

DA process because of this modifica ti on of B"~ .

the so lar wind fluid fram e. Since the so lar wind speed is super- Alfvenic (Mach number = MA).

They observed that ions are staying for a long period of time (about 50 ion gyro-periods) close

the wave i convected to the shock. The phase velocity of the upstream Alfven wave Vwl in the

to the shock, and are accelerated during this time interval. l.pt andKun [1 993] has hown that

shock frame is V. 1 = ( M" - I ).

shock region, ions are accelerated by the

the reflecti on proces depends on the phase angle of the magnetic fie ld in the shock tangential
plane. A is shown in what fo ll ows, the acceleration proces observed by Scholer [ 1990 J and
K11charek and Scholer [1 99 1] and reflecti on process observed by l.yu and Ka11 [ 1993] can be

und erstood in term of scatter-free moti on of ions being trapped by large amplitu de wave
convected from upstream to downstream across the shock surface.
In the previous Chapter we have shown that the importance of the reso nance t pe pi tch angle
scattering process is weak in the large amplitude wave field This implies that in such field the
scat ter-free process is more important than the statisti cal sca ttering process. This implication

n,1 ,

and ion

The eq uation of motion of an ion in the shock frame is given by
d•·
dt

- = -Q v sinB

~=
dt

Q (v - v. )sin B

dB =-Q - k( v - Vw) + Q (v - V. )co B
11
dt
v
Particle energy is described in the shock frame,
d
dv
dt [ ' + v' ] = - nv.., v sin B = v. dt

(3 . 1)
(3 .2)
(3 .3}

(34}

leads us to start a test particle simulati on where ion motions around the para llel shock are
fo llowed in the presence of a monochromati c large amplitude waves.
The equation of ion mot ion is the same a the previous Chapter. in cont rast to the tudies in

and is conse ed in the local wave frame.
d
- [(v -

dt

.J +< J= O

(3 .5}

the uniform fi eld in the previous Chapter, here we have set the shock discontinuity in the

As shown in Fig. (2- 14}, an ion changes its velocity components in time but motions are

simulation box where the wave phase velocity is redu ced and the amplitude is increased from an

restricted on a circle whose center is the wave phase velocity V., .

upstream to a downstream side. In section 2, we show the basic conception for the acceleration

Here we apply this moti on to shock discontinuity region. Since the fluid velocity is reduced

process which is different from both the shock dri ft acceleration and the diflusi ve shock

at the shock, ih e wave phase velocity also redu ces from V.,, (up tream) to V. z (downstream).

acceleration processes. Fo iJ owi ng the ion motions in the given wa ve fi eld v e ca lculate the

This difference in V., leads to the subsequent acceleration of ion a described in Fig. (3- 1).

velocity increasing phenomena in secti on 3, and the refl ection phenomena of th e incoming so lar

Consider an ion in the upstrea m region which is moving on the thin solid circle whose center is

wi nd ion in section 4.

V., 1• No te that a positive parallel velocity directs from upstream to downstream directi on.
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trajectory (thick curve) with in the opposite direction so as to lose its energy. In the present
process. such an energy-losing trajectory does not appear Along such energy-losing trajectory,
ions should have positive vu to cross the shock from downstream to upstream region. With
positi ve v , however, ions do nor cross the shock to upstream region because they are moving
to downstream d irection. Second, the bouncing motion between upstream and downstream

I'

/

region is not derived from the scattering motion but non-scattering motion.

/

I

To cross the shock many times ions have to be trapped around the shock region . If the phase

I
I

angle () is bunched and oscillated around 0 or

I

I
I
I

the parallel velocity also osci ll ated around 0

because a sign of the parallel velocity is detemtined by phase angle () though [sin 8] (Eq .

/

ShockFrame
Vu = 0

(3 l }) The dependence of the velocity changing on () and v is illustrated in Fig. (3-2). The ion

I \
Yw 2

y,

w hose phase () is

1r

< () < 27f ( 0 < () < 7f) in the upstream (downstream). is oscillating

around v = 0 so that. the ion is oscillating and staying around the shock. At the same time, the
perpendicular veloci ty increases as described in Fig. (3 -1 ).

Upstream Wa e Frame enter

Downstream Wa e Frame Center

Figure 3-1.

7f ,

In Ute same fonnat as Fig (2-1~) . In the upstream r~g1on an 1011

upstream

JS

Shock

VJI

moving

j

n<8<2n

on a circle (thin curves) centered by v .,. After shock eros 111g from upstream to
d0\\11Strcam region. the ion trans-ndc to another circle (dotted curves) ccmcrcd by V"'·
Repeating the trans-riding motion. the totnl vclocit}

IS

downstream
region

V.L dec.

accelerated in the shock frame

When an ion moving in the upstream region is accelerated in shock frame, it s parallel veloci ty
(vn) increases and it eventually cro ses shock SUiface to the downstream region. To come back
to the upstream region, this ion should get a negative v, during its motion in the downst ream
region (dashed curves centered at V" 2) . This is w hat is drawn by thick curve with

alTO\

V.L dec.

along

which the ion is accelerated . Whil e this picture at first sig ht looks similar to th e seco nd -order
Fermi acceleration in an MHO turbulence, there are important differences . First , in a usual
seco nd-order Fermi process, there is a finite probability for an ion to move
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n the sa me

Figure 3-2.
r~tu rn

~ntcr

Cat~gori. cs

of ion motion

det~rmincd

by phase 8 . Ions in

hatch~d

area can

to the hock region and arc accelerated in perpendicu lar region . If ions can not

the hatched area. they arc inJected to fur upstream/downstream region .
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3.3 Jon Acceleration around the Shock Discontinuity
We perfom1 the test particle simu lations to study ion acceleration process described in previous
section. To investigate only the effects of the wave-phase-velocity dilfercnce between an
upstream and a downstream side, purely parallel shock ca e ( O"N

= 0° ) is inve

tigated.

Shock transition profile is determined to satisfY the Rankine-Hugonio t relations (hereafter
R-H relations). Parameters

tO

determine the shock stn.rcture are Alfven Mach number MA and

upstream plasma /]1 • Parameters to determine the upstream wave arc wave length A,, and
a.rnplirude 8 ,.0 Downstream parameter are determined from the c upstream values using R-1-1
relations. The values between upstream and downstream side are connected b

tangent

hyperbolic function with the shock scale length E, The detail equations for R-H relation and
the tangenr hyperbolic function are described in Appendix C and D Fig (3-3) shows example
of a shock transition profile forM "= 6, /]1 = 1.0, A1, = 50 A,, 8 ,. 0 = 0 5 and E, = 0 5

hock is

located at X = 0.
The right-hand polarized wave are given by the following equation ·
= B_. cos(k x -

an)

(3 6)

B, (x, t) = B" sin(k x -

(0()

(3 .7)

B, (x,

ote that the wave fi·equency

(J)

t)

is constant, that is the wave pha e velocity and wave number

satisfY the relation
{u

= V" (x)k (x)

(J 8)

To derive how long the ions can stay near the sho ck and how much they are ac elerated ,
numerical computations of the basic Eqs. (3 _I) - (3 .3) are performed for various initial phase
angle (), ,. To describe the basic motion around the shock discontinuity we fir t set simple hock
transition profi les where the downstream waves excited by the upstream waves are on ly
negative propagating waves ( 88 ; (x) I 88 ,

Figure 3-3.

Profrlcs of fluid velocity O(x). density N(x). wmc amplitude

B~

(x) I B .,

and "ave phas.: vclocrty Vph(x) for our test particle simulations. Shock is located at X =
0. The 'downstream' ('upstream') m~ms the \\'av"s propagating to downstream

(upstream) direction. The upstream propagating upstream wave excite two waves in the
downstream r.:gion (sec AppcndLx D) . Fluid velocity is connected by tangent hyperbolic

see Appendix D). Later positive propaga ting

function bct'·'C<1n upstream and downstream side (sec Appendix D). The parameters arc

waves are included . Fig. (3-4) shows one of the trajectories versus time (Panel (a)) . Frorn Panel

shock Mach number M.- = o. upstream wave amplitud.: B~o = 0.5 upstream wave length
A0 = 50 A, upstream plasma /], = I.0 and shock seal~ length E, = 0.5 . Density and

= 0,

(b) to (e), para ll el, perpendicular components of velocity, total ion velocity lvl (th in curve in

shock frame and thick curve in wave frame) , and phase 0 are plotted versus its position relative

48

tota l field intcnsi t ~· arc normalize
length (A, ).

b~

fa r upstrcru11 va lue_Scale is normalize by ion inertia
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Figure 3-5.

2•

Motion in

vcloctt~

space (\• . \ ) for the ions described in Fig.

(3 -~) .

The

panicle cncrg) is matnl) tncrcasing in perpendicular direction .
(e)

0
-10

to the . hock. Fig (3-5) shows the trajectory in velocity space in the same fonnai as Fig. (3-1) .

-5

The ion total velocity Jvl is normalized by its initial va lue. Phase angles are plorted evety 0.0

One of ion motions ca lculated in test particle simulatoons Plot1ed arc orbit

n, I The traj ectories sta11 from X = 0 denoted by th e symbol " s" with veloci ty Y o= -2.0 v ,,
v "= 3.0 V,, and B,, = 60° At the end time the ion is going o ut from upstream boundary (x =

in real space vers us time (Panel (a)). velocity components. total velocity and phas~ ()

-12 .-1, ). Th e parallel velocity is oscillating around zero to cross the shock several times. The

versus position (Panel (b) - (c)). Trajectories start from X = 0 denoted by symbol "s" .

perpendi cular compo nent , o n the o ther hand, is cons id erably increased. Acceleration takes

Figure 3-4.

Initial values arc v = -2.0 VA· v_ = 3.0 VA and ()11 = 60°. Jon energy is ca lcu lated 111
wave frarm: (thick curve) and shock frame (thin curve) in Panel (d) . They arc nonnali zcd
by their inil ial value. Phase ang le is plotted by every 0.05

n, I . The para llel

cloci ty is

place when an ion crosses the shock as illu strated in Fig. (3- 1) (compare Fig. (J -1 ) with Fig.
(3-5)) The gradual increase of I I in wave frame around -0.5 < X < 0.5 is caused by shock

oscillating around v = 0 which is enable to cross the shock many tunes. When the ion

transitio n layer. Foro ci ll ating moti on of the ion, it s phase must be in co ndition 0 < B < r.

goes out of upstream system boundal) (- 12 -i, ), the vel oc ity llllCnsity 1s about three lllncs

(;r

larger than that at the initial val ue and phase angle is restricted arou nd tr .

(equi a le nt with wave phase veloci ty) is changed at the shock surface, the trajectory of' the

50

() < 2;r) in downstream (upstream) region (Fig. (3 -2)) .
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phase is bent after shock crossing and satisfies the abo e phase conditions. The phase angle,

The trajectory in Fig. (3-1) implies that the shock crossi ng leads the increasing oft he energy

however, is not kept at the same angle at X = 0 but shifting toward negati ve This is because the

and the ions which stay for a long time around the shock are highly accelerated. ln Fig. (3-6) we

perpendicular velocity is gradually increasing. Since th e trapping feature is determined by the

check uch relation between staying-ti01e-interval and velocity increasi ng. ln the upper Panels

perpendicuJar velocity as seen in Appendix B, the ion is easily trapped with in crea sing its energy

show th e stayi ng time interva l in the simulation box bounded between upstream (-12 ?,, ) and

This shifting leads to the decreasi ng of t he va lu e [ si n 8] , so

downstrea m ( I 0 A., ) boundary. In the lower Panels shows the velocity increasing of the final

that the para llel force to oscillate the ion around the shock becomes weaker (Eq. (3 . 1)), when

ve loc it y from it s initial ve locity. These are plotted ve rsu s initial parallel (left Panel ),

relative increasing ofv is smaller than th e decreasing oflsi n (} j.

perpendicular velocity (middle) and phase angle (right). Ions are released at X=O with initial

and i gradual! shifting toward

Tr

velocity deno ted at the top of each panels with the wave ampli tude B. I B0

0.6. The ions

=

which event ually cross the up stream bo unda ry are on ly pl otted . The rel at ion between the time
interval and acceleration is seen in the left and middle Panels with step-like profile against the
initial velocity in v and v which are the effects of crossin g number dependen ce. But th e
J"

= 3.11 " "'' = -2.11

.
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initial parall el velocity (left Panel). perpendicu lar veloeit)' (middl.:) and phase angle
(right). These resu lts show for the ions which eventually cross the upstrea m boundary
(- 12 A., ). As decreasing the staying time interval. the velocity difference becomes also
decreasing in left and middle Pands, which comes from rhc shock crossmg number. The
dependence on the initial phase angle is drastic. The ion around B., - (3/2) Tr arc mj ccted

Figure 3-7.
om~ as Fig. (3-6). The d0\\11Strcam propagating waves arc included. The
vclocit) dependence is same as Fig. (3-6). 1l1c ion around ()0 - (3/2) Tr are back to

to downstream region (crossing the d0\\1Jstrcam bounda1y at I0 A., )

upstream boundan•.
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the Shock surfucc

relation is not clear in the right Panel. This is because ion motio ns are strongly affected by phase

angle around (3/2) n in the right Panels which can cross the upstream boundary instead of

angle conditio ns rather than velocity co mponents. The initial phase dependence also af:l'ects the

downstream boundaty This is because the modulations of the phase angle in the shock

ions' orbit. The lacking of dots arou nd (3 /2) 1r in right Panels is caused by the ions which do not

transition region or downstream region .

cross the upstream boundary but eventually cross the downstream boundary. Whether ions are
injected to upstream or downstream region is mainly determined by the phase angle. The
velocity increase about lO - 15 V,11 in 10 - 20

n,' (-

2- 3 gyro-motion), which i as fast as

Since the force work ing on ions is proportional to the wave amplitude through

ext we show the results including the positive propagaling wave (OB 2 (x) I cffi 1 ) . Fig (3-

(see Eqs.

have found that. this is the case: Fig. (3-8) shows the accelerated values in the same format as
the right Panels in Fig (3-6) for the case of B. I B0

SDA proce s.

n

(3 . 1) - (3 .3)), we expect that the acceleration efficiency increases as B. becomes large. We

= 0.4,

0.5 and 0.6, respectively. Larger

amplitude waves clearly accelerate the ions to high energy.

7) shows the results in the same format as Fig. (3-6) Both time interval and velocity increasing
resemble with no positive wave case which sugges ts that the etfect ol"the positive waves is
weak. The effect are seen in (I) lower perpendicular velocit in middle Panel and (2) pha e

3.4

Ion Reflection at the Shock Surface

The previous observation have shown that a fraction of the incoming solar wind ions are
specularl y reflected at the quasi-parallel shock surface and confirm ring-like distribution in the
v .L11 =J.o
B~.

BwI B 0 = 0.4

~
~

I=

110 =-2.0

the upstream region with incoming (positive parallel) velocity. The fie ld profile is the same as
previous section where the positive waves are excluded .

t
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illustrate how the incoming solar wind ions behave

at their first arriving at the shock transition layer. From top to bottom, para li e~ total velocity,
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velocity space [i e Gos/111ge1a!. , 1982]. Here we investigate ion motions which are released in

I B 11 = 0.5

1l

'"

L

(3f2) K 2

phase, perpendicular positions and perpendicular velocity components are plotted ver us their
position relative to the shock. The upstream wave amplitude is 0.6. Ions are released in
upstreamregionat-1 A., with

= S.OVA, v = 2.0Y.1 andinitialphase 8,,

= 1r

((4/3)7r)for

len (right) Panel. In the left Panel reflected trajectories are presemed These motions well
re se mble the trajectories obtained in a perpendicu lar shock where the reflection and
acceleration are described by the DA process [e.g. Bmgess, 1987b]. But the ion is not drifting

J1

o.

any perpendicu lar direction (see bottom two Panels) whi le it is staying arou nd t.he shock region.
The phase angle of the ion is trapp ed around n . When it is injected to upstream region, the
phase angle is restricted narrow ang le around n . In right Panel transmitted trajectories are

Figure 3-8.

The amplitude dependence in the sJmc format as right Pands in Fig (3-6).

Amplitude is Bw I 8 0 = 0.4 for left. 0.5 for middle and 0.6 for right Panels. respccuvd) .
As the amplihtdc becomes larger. the velocity incrcJscs larger.
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present ed . The ion is not pha e trapped but phase rotating and velocity does not increase From
the e Panels, it is shown that the itlit ial phase angle is one of the important parameter for the

Clwptcr J
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ion reflection So, Fig. (3-1 0) show the dependence on both initial parallel velocity and phase

,.

angle. Plotted region in upper (lower) Panel shows lhe reflected (transmitted) ion population

I

lor their initial parameters. In addition color-coordinated scale shows how the velocity
increases fi·orn its initial velocity. Black region means deceleration. Their initial perpendicular

1
20

velocity is 2 2 VA. The reflected ions come from a restricted part of the incoming solar wind ion

l

15 1

population. Before ions are injected to upstream region, they are accelerated about I 0 VA. On

I ll

the other hand, the transmitted ions are not strongly accelerated as seen in Fig. (3-9), and some
i ns are decelerated

) i

3.5
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Summary and Discussion

0

We have investigated the ion acceleration and reOection processes by applying the ion motions
in the large amplitude monochromatic waves to the shock discontinuity region where the wave
20

f

-20

phase ve locity is different in both ide of the shock. The motions strongly depend on their initial
condi tion especially the phase angle B0 Whether ions ca n stay and cross the shock in many
times or not, and how much the ions are accelerated, are mainly detem1ined by () Since the

1

r

20

If)

e

u
-Ill

phase angle is determined by the accelerated perpendicular velocity, the velocity and phase
angle are complex! connected each other The velocity-increasing-value becomes larger with

-211
- ltl

-5

0

-111

IU

the larger wave amplitude, which i written in the equation of motion. The forces is

Ill

X I A, I

proportional to the wave amplitude though

n, I

20
Figure 3-9. T\\'O t)'vical trajcctones after their first arnv1ng at the shock transitiOn

(-

n . The velocity increases about

I 0 - 15 V., in I0-

2 - 3 gyro-motion), which is as fast as SDA proces . fter the interactions of ions

with the shock discontinuity, they are injected to upstream region with phase angle trapped
This suggests that bunched ions are observed near the paral lel shock region. Jf the

layer. From top to bonom. paralleL total velocll:y. phase, purpcndicular posit1ons and

around

perpendicular velocity components are plotted versus tis position rclai.Jvc to the hock
Ions arc released in upstream region at - t A., with v = 5.0 VA- v ; 2.0 VA and initial

observa tion averaged over the wave frequency (- 10 sec.), the bunched ions are observed

phase 0,, = n: ((413) n:) for left (right) PaneL The upstream wave amphllldo IS () 6. The
ion in left Panels is retlcctcd and accelerated around the hock. When 10n is injected to
upstream region . the phase angle is trapped around the

Jr .

The orbit resemble wi th the

orbit shown in the shock drift acceleration process (e.g. B•ogess.

1 9~7b).

but 1on docs

not drift to shock tangential direction. The ion m right Panels 1s n t rcncctcd but

Jr .

nearly ri ng shape distribution [Cos/inK eta/., 1982].
In this ca lcu lation the ambient magnetic fie ld directs positive direction and the AlfVen wave is
propagating to negative direction From Wa len relation. the incoming ions' tluid velocity is in
the same phase as the upstream wave , that is, most of the incoming ions distribute aro und
f) -

0. On the other hand , the reflection process is seen for a portion of the incoming solar

transmitted to do\\nstream region wi thout any acceleration.
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and injected to upstream region. The co lor-coordinated cale shows how their veloci ty

'

increase from thei r initial to final ve loc ity. The fina l velocity is measured when th e

00

\C
I

00

I

I

ions cross the upstream boundary at 12 ..1., from the shock. The accelcrlllion ca lc is

restricted part of the incoming ion population. On the other hand, lower Pane l shows
for the trans mitted ions. which eventua lly cross the downstream boundary lOA., . Al l
the reflected ions are acce lerated. but the transmitted ions arc not a lways accelerated .
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The dependence of ions' reflection motion on their initia l para lle l

velocity and phase angle. Upper panel hows t.he ions which are evcnlllally reflect ed

noted in the upper bar. Black region means deceleration. Re fl ecti on ta kes place for a
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wind whi ch have near

B-

'ff

3.5

Summ ary and Discuss ion

2.0 <

(see Fig. (3- 10)). So. th e most of inco ming io ns resu ll in the

downstream ions whi ch is consisten t with the sma ll density of the upstream dilru se ions(- I -

v 1_0 < 2.5

0

12 [VA)

2 % fro m observation) relative to so lar wind ion density The tail part of the inco ming so lar
wind distri bution whi ch reaches to 8 that the reflection takes place at

'ff ,

e-0

is reflected and ir~ectcd to up trcam region

ote

2n

for incoming ions if ambient fi eld directs o pposi te

(3/2) 1t

8ro

direction.
In the diffuse ions of the eart h's bow shock, Hu

Q.)

ions are observed wi th the same

.t:
Vl

composition density ratio as so lar wind ions and the same energy spec lrum as proton if
represented in energy per charge. We also ca lcu late f-Ie

1t

~

( l/2)

About acceleration, Fig. (3-11) shows the dependence of the velocity increase in their initial

4

6

8

2n

a
ro

eventually cross the downstream boundary

1t

.t:
Vl

B,, = (213) JC . The same profile between

peed. Since the proton velocity-increa e is about 10 - 15 VA. the He

(3/2)

Q)

The acceleration take place in more restricted parameters than those of proton. The value of
veloci ty increase for f-Ie' is abou t 9 at v 0 = -J 5 V ,,

2

,. The wave amplitude and

proton and He·- in energy per charge means that the proton peed is

1t

0
0

parallel velocity and phase plane with co lor coordinate scale Lefl (right) Panels arc for proton

length is 0 6 and 50 ..1,, respectively Most of F-Ie

0

0.

trajectory in th e same field co ndit ion

(f-Ie ' ) Thei r initial perpendicular veloci ty is between 0 and 1.5

CD

s::

1t

~

2 time faster than F-Ie

~

0

Q

( l/2)

velocity-increasi ng (- 9

V...) is reasonable val ues However, since He ' is accelerated and injected to upstream region

1t

0
0

from the restricted parts of the initial parameters, their relative density afler the acceleration at

2

4

6

8

Yuo [VA]

th e shock become smaller than !hat for the source ions . About reflection. Fig. (3- 12) shows the
dependence on both initial parallel velocity and phase angle in the same format as Fig. (3- 10)
Their initial perpendicular velocity is between 2.0 and 2.5 V, Most of f-Ie
the shock surface, so !hat the density of f-Ie

are not refl e ted at

is less than the co mpositio n rati o in the solar wind

Figure 3-12.

a me as Fig. (3-1 0) but for

downstream particles.

Here the injection problem has also been yet remained unsolved Abou t the motions of the He ,
we set the future works.
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Chapter 4
Quasi-Parallel
Hybrid Code
4.1

Shock

Simulations

.

Ill

Introduction

Aller the over 30 years history of extensive studies of collisionless shocks, the physical
processe at fast-mode quasi-parallel shocks remain under consideration. In contrast to the
quasi-perpendicular shocks which are well defined and have sharp transition layer from
upstream to downstream side, the quasi-parallel shocks show complex nature . Large-amplitude
MHO waves are observed in both upstream and downstream region, and the waves often
obscure the shock transition layer ion distributions in the upstream ide are contaminated ,.,;th
more energetic ions backstreaming from the shock to the upstream region. ln the vicinity of the
qLmsi-parallel shock , backstreaming beams of relatively cold ions are observed [Gosling e/ a/. ,
1989 j The di tribution of these beam ions in the velocity phase is consistent with specular
reflection of the incoming ions at the shock surface [011sager eta/., 1990]. On the other hand,
in widely upstream region there observed so-ca lled diffuse ion distribution which have broader
pitch angle di tribution and energy spectrum extending to se era! hundred keY [e.g . lpavich et

a/. , 198 1a] .
umerical simulations of quasi-parallel shocks have been carried by many authors. To retain
the kinetic effects of io ns, the most effective simulation code is the hybrid code where ions are
treated as super-particles, while electrons are charge neutralizing massless fluid . QuesT [ 1988]
performed his simulatio ns under the exact ly parallel shock condition ( 89 , = 0° ). He found
that backstreaming ions excite the resonant electromagnet ic waves. During con ection by the
upstream fluid , the waves are amplifi ed and scatter the backstreaming ions. The simulations fo r
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Jntrucludiun

have shown that sho11-wavelength whistler

The particles whi ch are scattered back toward the shock can gain considerable energy io the

waves are excited near the shock and these waves also catter the io ns. These authors have

shock frame. It is also assumed in this model that the scattering occurs statistically so that the

suggested that the scattering leads to the neces. ary dissipation at the shock .

ion pilch angle distribution becomes isotropic in the wave frame. Recently another model is

quasi-parallel shocks by Kan and Sll •!fi

P 9831

Another interesting phenomena seen in the quasi-para ll el shock simulations is the o-call ed

proposed by Scholer [ 1990] and Kucharek and Scholer ( 1991]. The diffuse ions are accelerated

shock re:formation which was first reponed by Bwgess [ I 989aj He showed that the upstream

from the incident thermal ions to suprathermal energies while staying close to the shock for a

wa es steepen and are amplified as they convected to the shock . The crest newly grows to

long period of time (about 50 ion gyro-periods) . The accelerated ions are eventually injected to

shock. Scholer and Terasm1•a ( 1990] have shown that when reflected ion occurs, the shock re-

upstream region . They have suggested that ions are accelerated by the SDA process while they

forms new shock in front of the old shock The ions reflected at the old shock front arc trapped

are staying in the vicinity of the shock surface. Al a glance of the configuration of the

between these two shocks and heated, then contribute to the thermalized downstream

parallel/quasi-parallel shock, the field intensity difference between upstream and downstream is

population.

nor so large, and motional electric field is weak because of the small angle between V and B.

The generation mechanism of the high energy diffuse ion population are widely studied
around the quasi-parallel shock

ow these'' o processe are considered (A) Leakage or (B)

Acceleration. Leakage model is the leakage ions from the magnetospheri

ions through

magnetosheath [e.g. Anagnoslopoulos et al., 1986, 1998] The magnetospheric high energy

But it is suitable in tl1e quasi-parallel condition because, as Kucharek and Scholer [1991 J have
pointed out , the quasi-parallel shocks are locally replaced by the quasi-perpendicular shocks
according to the large amplitude of the convecting upstream waves.
In Chapter 3,

~

e have proposed another reflection process and acceleration process of

ions merely leak to up tream region without any acceleration Acceleration model is that low

incoming solar wind ions which are difterent from the previous studies reviewed in above

energy ions are accelerated around the shock. About the origin of the low energy ions, two

paragraph The reflection process is also concerned with the wave phase angle at the shock

models are considered (I) downstream thermal leakage injection or (2) reflection of the solar

surface as reported by Lyu

a~~tl

Kan [1993]. but tl1e phase of the perpendicular velocity of

wind ion . The thermal leakage injection model assumes that fraction of the shock heated solar

incoming ions is also imponant parameters. In acceleration process, we have set a different

wind ions are scattered back from the downstream region and eros the shock into the upstream

view from DA and SDA processes for the ion motion around the shock by means of applying

region. Lyu and Kan [ 1990] ha e suggested in their simulations that the upstream uprathermal

the pha e trapping phenomena to the shock discontinuity.

ions are predominantly downstream ions. Ln the reflection model, a portion of the incoming

Here we have performed the numerical simu lations by the hybrid code where the particle

solar wind ions is reflected at the shock su1face. Lyu and Kan Ll99 ] has shown that the

motion and lield variances are calculated se lf-consistently. The main purpose is to check the ion

reflection process is dependent on the phase angle of the magnetic field in the shock tangential

motions wh ich are proposed and studied in the test particle simulations in the previous two

plane. These upstream

i1~ ected

low energy ions are accelerated around the shock.

Chapters. We check whether the following subjects are represented or not even in the self-

One of the acceleration mechanisms is shuck drift accelemtion (SDA) process .It is mainly

consistent simu lation system. (I) The incoming solar wi nd ions are refl ected at the shock

developed at quasi-perpendicular shock configuration [ e g. Burgess. 1987b]. Because of the

surface under the expected condition where the phase ang le difterence (B) between wave and

gradient of the field intensity between upstream and downstream side, the panicles drift parallel

perpendicular velocity i arou nd ;r . (2) lons are accelerated around the shock surface by the

to the motional -V X B electric field and are accelerated . The other is d(Qitsn•e acceleratiun

proposed accelerarion process. ( ) The 'mushroom' distribution is con tructed in circularly

(DA) process. In this mechanism elasticall y scattering process is assumed, whi ch is due to the

polarized wave field. T he changing of the waveform from circu larly wave to linear wave

small-angle pitch-angle scattering by cyclotron resonance co ndition wi th the upstream waves.

co ntribut es the isotropization.
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Hy brid Code Simulation

(~C!! Ulc s

co-moving fi·ame with the piston (downstream rest frame) in X direction and to the normal
incidence frame in shock tangential direction (upstream fluid velocity V1., is parallel to shock

The hybrid code used here is one dimensiona l in space (varia tions only in X) and three

normal). Ions are flowing in the system from the lefl hand boundary with a velocity V1.,

dimensional in velocity and fields. Ions are trea ted as super-particles, whi le electrons are treated

- [V,,[ ) > 0 and specularly reflected at the right-hand rigid wall (p iston) in U1e E = 0 frame. The

as a charge neutra lizing massless fluid . Equations to be so lved are,

magnetic field lies on the X-Y plane in init ial stage. The ambient magnetic field directs

"'

(MA1

downstream side (B, > 0). (The geometry is illustrated in Fig. (4-1 )), At the both boundaries,

88

X

81

E

(4 I)

the density ( p ), bu lk velocity (V 1) and magnetic field ( B) are fixed in values satisfYing the
Rankine-Hugoniot relation (Appendix

E

- V,

><

B - . !._
2

Q,

P,)

t

~

). We use grid size of C..X = 0.5 i!., and time step is

0 ,0 I The simulation system is I 000 A, long. At .0, t

(4 2)

=0

we have put 200

superparticles per grid . This larger particle number enables to study of the distribution of
backstreaming ions in the far up tream region

" ( p)
dl p~

(4 3)

0

Shock

B

WALL

for field and

dv

"'

dx
dt

E

v

X

B

(4 4)

(4 5)

v

X

<:! XI S

for each ion particles [e.g. Fuiimoto, 1992 and reference therein] Magnetic fie ld B, electric
field E, electron pressure P,, density p and velocity moment for ion

1

are defined on grid. In

Upstrcom

Right ha nd bound a ry
Specularly Reflection

Do\\ nSlrcmn

this study variables are normalized in the following way· magnetic field is normalized by
upstream total intensity B ~, plasma density by upstream den ity p 1 , velocity by the Alfven speed

=

1'"

81 I

(JJ,p,)1 2 ,

n, = (eBI I
I

pressure by

R,'

Figure 4- 1. The gL'Omct~ of hybrid simulation 111 thi study. Ambient magnetic field is
on X-Y plane with shock angle 1:11 = 88 ~ in 11ps1rcam region. At the right hand

I (2JJ,. ) , temporal scale by inver e of ion gyrofrequency

m) I , and spatial scale by ion inertia length A,

boundary. particles arc specu lar[) reflected in the non-ckctric field (E = 0) frame

= v,, I n,.

The parameters to determine the shock system are three up tream quantities. Those are
AJfven Mach Number (M A1) , the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure ( /]1 ) , and shock

4.3

Results

angle ( 1:18N) between shock normal and magnet ic fie ld directi on To produce the shock wave we
have used piston method. Ln one dimensional system, a piston is located at the right hand end.
At .0, t = 0 the piston is pushed in to the system and moving leftward (-X direction) in constant
speed. Shock wave is lau nched in front of the pisto n and propaga ting leftward with speed V, 1,

Fir 1 we show the results trom the nearly parallel shock case where the initial hock parameters
are 1:111 , = 5.0°, M" = 6.0 and

/31 =

1. 0 consisting of0.9 for ions and 0. 1 for electrons. Fig.

(4-2) shows tro m top to bottom, the plasma det1sity, and the components of tangential magnetic

faster than the piston speed. To simplify the calcu lation, we have transformed the system to the
66
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fi eld B., B, in different sca le (e.g. Panel (b) and (c) forB , components). The upstream density is
subdi vided into two populations: incoming and backstreaming io n populations. Each ion is
flagged when it has arrived at the shock surface. When the flagged ion has negati ve velocity vx
in shock frame in the upstream region, it is identified as a backstreaming ion The shock is

(a)

located around - 868 il, which is identified by abrupt increasing of the density. Shock position
is determined in each step by the density profile, where the density is N times greater than that
in a far upstream region. We have chosen N = 3 after a try-and-error procedure. In the upstream
.j

(b)

region, large amplitude right-hand polarized waves are seen whose wave lenf,'lh is 50 - 60 il,.
The amplitude is B" I

II

to up tream region The density of backsrreaming ions is also decreasing. The waves are

-2
--1

excited by the ion beam instability in the early time of simulation run or far upstream region and
1.11

u.s

(c)

tl.O
- U.S

By_cxpandcd

- 1.1)
.j

then they are convected toward the shock on the super-AJ fvenic incoming ion fl ow. The wave
length is consi. tent with the result which is obtained by the linear theory about the ion beam
instability wi th relative beam velocity - 9- I 0 Y.1. In the downstream the convected upstream
waves are compressed and amplified

Bz

2

(d)

8,,- 0.6 at the vicinity of the shock and gradually decreasing as one goes

4.3.1

0

Ion Reflection at tbe Shock and Origin of Upstream Ions

-2
-4

As known, a fraction of the incoming ions are reflected at the shock surface and injected

to

far

1.0

(e)
Bz_CXJlandcd
--j---,---,---,---,---,---,---,---,---,---,---,---,---,---,--,-.,.-Jll,-l.,--JL,-L+

700

7511

800

8SU

u.s

upstream region . Tn chapter J, we have shown that the refl ection takes place for the incoming

u.o

ions whose phase angle difference (B) is around

-0.5
- t.tl

90tl

ff .

ote that (} i, the phase angle between

ion's perpendi cular velocity (v 1 ) and field wave components ( B..). To check the dependence on
the phase angle, individual ion velocit y and upstream wave phase are recorded when the ion has
passed at I il, up stream from the shock surface. Fig. (4 -3) shows the ion phase angle
distribution. In Panel (a). the sampled ions' number is ploned. lons are samp led from Q , I = 80
to 120. In wh ite areas show the number of the ions which are reflected and injected over 12 A,

Figure 4-2. Plot of the density (Panel (a)), two components of magnetic field (Panel
(b)-(e)) at Q , t = 85. Shock is located around 86X il, . The dcnsit) arc ploncd for total
value and for backstrcaming ions. The magnetic field components arc plotted in different

upstrea m from the shock surface (hereafte r Rl ions). In shaded areas , the numbers of
transmitted ion (hereafter T l ion are shown which have never injected over the 12 A, . Panel

sca le forB, (Panel (b). (c)) and for B, (Panel (d). (c)) Tile magnetic wave ampli tude is

(b) shows ratio of RJ ions to all incoming ion. The Rl ion come fro m around B -

about 0.6 ncar the shock and decreasing to upstream dir~cti o n

Wal en relation , most of the incoming ions distribute around B - 0 because the upstream waves
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(c)
10~
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Figu re 4-3 .

I

1 A, upstream from the shock. (a) White areas show the number of the reflected and

10

(TM ion). From the Walen relation , most of the incoming ions distribute around 8 - 0

upstream injected ion (RI ion). Shaded areas show the number of the transmitted ion

~
(1/2) 7t

Pl1ase angle distributions for the incoming ions which are ampled at

20
t--

0

2

(b)

7t

(3!2)

because the upstream waves are propagating opposite direction to ambient magnetic

0
7t

27t

Phase Angle 8

field d irection . (b) The composition ratio of Rl ion to al l the incoming ion. The most
of Rl ions come trom around 8 - rc . (c) The composition ratio of Rl ion to all the
incoming ion in the same format as Fig. C-10). The maximum ratio is colored by red
(- 0.3 7). The reflection takes place in the restricted region, which is consistent with
the result from the test particle simu lation shown in Fig. (3-10).

Tracing backward the entire ion orbit in time, we can show the origin of the upstream and
are propagating opposite direction to ambient magneti c field direction. Fig. (4-3c) shows the

downstream ions. Fig. (4-4) s hows the energy spectrum of the ions obtai11ed in the up tream

dependence on both parallel velocity and phase angle about the ratio This result i consistent

(left Pane l) and downstream (right Panel) region . The energy is nonnalized by tJ1e incoming

with the result of the top of Fig. (3-1 0). In the paral lel shock, a portion oi'tbc so lar wind ions is

beam e nergy. The lowest smooth curve in each panel shows one count level. Ion

reflected and injected to upstream region The process is mainly determined by the phase angle

energies are sampl ed from

.n,

t ~ 80 to 90 every l. In left Pane l, the distributions consist

B when the ions arrive at the shock sUiface.
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of the upstream ions which are sampled in 20 - 120 A, upstream from the shock . Since 20 A., is

TIME 11; t = 80-90

larger than the Larmor radius, the just now reflecting ions are e'(cluded in this spe trum The

ell/',= 5 [deg.J

red curve shows the incoming beam distribution and the black and blue curve show a part of
Upstream ( 2~ 120 JA,J )

backstreaming ions defined in previous ection (backstreaming ion has ever negative veloci t v,

Oownsi ream ( 2(}-50 JA.;J )
10'

in shock fi·ame atler it arrived at the shock surface). Blue curve shows the cotHributio n from the
10'

ions whi ch have ever penetrated over I 0 A., downstream region from the shock Black curve
shows the distribution of the purely upstream ions which have
downstream region from

WI'<!/'

been over I0 A.,

hock. From the scarcity of the blue population, we see that the

10'

upstream sup rathermal ions mainly consist of reflected ions of the incoming population at shock

tO'

sutface The energy of backstreaming ions extends lo much higher region than that of the
incoming ions. ln ri ght Panel, the distribution

tO'

consi~t of the downstream ions which arc

sampled in 20 - 50 A., downstream region trom the shock The red curve hm s the distribution

10'

of the transmitted (non-reflected) ions which have ne er had negati ve v, in shock frame in the

10"

upstream region . Black curve sho' s the contribution from the ions which ha e ever penetrated

ID-'

over 12 J.., upstream region from shock. Blue curve shows the di . tribution of the ion which
have once had negative

Vx

in the upstream region but never been over 12 A1 upstream region
to-'

from shock. In other words. the ions in blue population are related with the shock dissipation
10

l:'i

2~

20

10

process which have already well been investigated in the quasi-perpendicular hock simulations
Energy I m• V, 1 1 2J

[e.g_ /,eroy, 1983] . The e ions are reflected at the shock surface and cross the hock without
real injection to the upstream region They constmct the hot part of the downstream ion
distribution, It is noted that this population is dilferenr from the RJ ions presented in Fig. (4-

Fig ure 4-4.

3a,b,c). RJ is included in black population in each panel. The density of the black population in

(upstream region), red population is for incoming ions and black is for backstrcaming

right Panel is much smaller than that of the other population in the downstream ions and also

Energy spectrum in upstream and downstream regions. In left Panel

ions which ha e never penetrated into downstream region over I 0 it,. Blue is for

one order smaller than that of upstream backstreaming ions (black population in left: Panel) in

backstreaming ions which have eve r penetrated into do' nstream regio n over
I0 il, . The orig in of the upstream backstrearning ions is renecred-ions at the hock

the same energy range. It seems to be hard for the accelerated back treaming ions to cross and

surface. In the ri ght Panel (downstrea m region), red population i for non-renecled

be penetrated in deeper downstream region.

transm itted ion . Blue is for the ions which have been identified as backstreaming ion
but ha ve never penetrated inro far upstrea m region over 12 it,. Black is for the ions
which have been identified as backstreaming io n and have eve r penetrated
into far up !ream region over 12 il; _T he th e rm a l ization of downstream
popu lation i derived fro m the reflection process at the shock surface, hich
is wel l established in a (quasi-)perpendicu lar shock region.
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4.3.2

Particle Acceleration around the Shock

S huck Simul:uion11 in l-l yiJrill Cl1tlc

ln previous Chapter, we have presen1ed lhal the acceleration tak.es place near the hock by
mea n of shock crossing many times. The large amplitud e waves contri bu te the io ns' staying
around the shock. Here we have checked the position where acceleration takes place, by mea ns

Shock.

II

....r

- 2(H)

><

oftollowi ng particle o rbit and irs elocity,

(a)

U pgoing
15

Energy IE 11 1

Fig. (4-5) shows ion position (Panel (a)/(c)) and ion enl!rgy (Panel (b)/(d)) versus time for
one of the eventually backs! reaming/transmitting io ns The posi tion and energy are calculated in

(b)

10

the shock frame . The energy are nom1alized by the kinetic energy of incom ing ions (Eo = M ,/I
2). The negative direction in vertical axis in Panel (a) and (c) represents upstream direction In

5

n, t = 0 from x- -430 ..t, and encounters the shock at n, t = 78 It
n, t = 15 and goes to upstream region Its energy increases

u

Panel (a), an ion starts at

stays close to the shock for about

5U

f)

HHI

!50

considerably during the ion stays near the shock . When the ion tays near the shock, the

2fHI

maximum energy is about 13 times larger than that of inco ming ions Leaving the shock region
its energy decreases. After injection to upstream region, the energy stays nearly constant or
slightly decreases. This energy loss may be due to the excitation of upstream \\aves. Most

Shock.

()

~-

(c)

·21HI

><

Downgoing

-~IHJ

backstreaming ions show a si mil ar behavior: a portion of the incoming ions is caught aro und the
Ill

shock and accelerated while they stay near the shock

Energy fE 0 1

To com pare the results from the hybrid simu la ti ons with that from present test partic le
si mulation, we have plotted the ion motions in the same lom1at as Fig. (3-4) and Fig. (3-5). Fig

(d)

5

(4 -6) shows trajectories for the same ion presented in Fig. (4-Sa) From Panel (a) to (c) , para ll el

(v,), perpendicu lar ( v ~ + v;_ ) com ponents of velocity, total io n ve locity lvl in shock fra me
versus relative shock position are plotted for 60 <

0

511

liHI

150

n, t < 80 tro m a part of l>anel (4-5a) . Panel

(d) is in v versus v . The mo ti o ns re emble with the result s in test particle simulation (see Fig.
(3-4) and Fig. (3-5)) , espec iall y, w hil e th e accelera ti o n occurs arou nd the s hock , th e

perpendicular velocity is increasi ng (see Panel (d)) . As sho wn in

ec ti o n 3.3, lhe re ncction

(returning) process is d ifferent from the stochast ic scat tering process And the perpe ndicu lar
ve locit y increasing is not derived from the adiabati c motion by th e in creasing of th e fi e ld
inten s it y at th e s hock sur face , but from the tra n -ridi ng process between ups t rea m an d
downstream wave frame . In tbe each wave frame, the in creasing/decrca ing of v , is derived

Jiigure 4-5.

ion traj.:ctorics for eventually injected to upstream region (Panel (a), (b)).

and downstream region (Panel (c). (d)) . In Panel (a) and (c). the trajectories are sh0\\11 by
thick cu rves in the hock frame (Shock i located at X = 0). l11e cnCfb')' (v' I 2) is
nonnalizcd b~ the ki nc.tic ~ncrgy of the incoming ion ( - , = MA/ 1 2). After arri ving at the
shock. ions arc staymg 1 icin ity of the shock for several ti mes. and leave from the shock
While their staying. the energy increases.
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from the energy conservation in each wave frame . The shock transition width is too short to
I
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15
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/
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15

~1 I s

/I

10

II

(a)

Fig. (4-7) shows the ion energies versus intervals whi le ions are staying in the near shock
region The energy is calculated when an ion is injected over 12 A., upstream (I 0 2,

-5
-10
-IS

downstream) from the shock surface between Q , t = 70 and I 00, and normalized by incoming
tluid energy in shock frame (Eo). Closed (open) circles show the ions which are evemually
(b)

'

--~

10

app ly the adiabatic motion .

I

"'

injected to the upstream (downstream) region . Note that the intervals are stacked every
Most accelerated ion gets - 25 Eu within only 8

7i

;r

(4 times gyration) intervals.
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Figure 4-6.

..
I

:

I II

5

I'

,

20

-r+
40

30

Downgoing

so

60

7(1

80

Orbit for the same ion plotted in Fig . (4-5a) and (4-Sb) versus position

relauve to shock_ Positive directs to do"11strcam direction From top to bonom. nearly
parallel velocity v, (Pand (a)), perpendicular velocity v, = (v,' + v,'J" 2 (Pand (b)). and
total velocity lvl (Panel (c)) arc shown . Motion in velocity space (v _ . ) is shown in Panel
(d) . Trajectory is plotted between Q, t = 60 - 80 . ion velocity is calcula ted in the shock
frame. The parallel velocity is oscillaring around v = 0 which leads to cross the shock
many times. The ion velocity is mainly increasing in pcrp~ndicu l ar direction as shown in
Prutel (d). These ion motions in velocity space have good agreement with d1c results from
U1e test particle simulation (compare them wit h Fig . (3-4) and (3-5)).

76

Figure 4-7.

1l1c particle energies versus imcrvals staying in the near shock region . 1l1c

energy ( 'I 2) is ca lcubrcd \\hen the ion crosses at 12 A., upstream for upgoing ions
(closed circks) or I0 2, downstream for downgo[ng ion (ot?cn circles) and the energy is
nonna li zcd b) (Eo= M ~~x 0 I 2). The upgoing ions arc more accelerated than downgoing
ions. Most accckrnkd particle gets - 25 E.. within only 8

77
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Here we compare the a celeration time scale with the DA process by the following
estimation. In the DA process, the panicle spatia l intensity decreases exponent ially from the

Density (Backstreaming Jon)
(a)

Shock

shock sutface to upstream region. By a least square fitting method for the density profile in

If)•I

upstream region, shown in Fig. (4-8a), we can obtain diffusion coefficient Din Eq (A.J) a
D

= (5.6 ±

0.5) JO'

VUn,

(4 6)

I O"'

in the simulation parameters and as

D

(2.9 ±

02)(~)(-"'-J
[117] 5 [lcL"l

' 10

lfl·'

11

[m' I sl

(4.7)
10""
750

7UU

in the upstream parameter of earth's bo' shock, where Bsw and N.,, are solar wind field

X

intensity and density.
ext we estimate required time scale (

9511

I A.; I

(b)
35

~ -~___l_v
Jr

t

D

25

get

U'
-'- v
40

3fl

(4.8)

where r is the shock compression ratio (e.g. Bkmd.fonl aud (hlriker, [ 1978]) When r = 4, we

6t

9011

t) for DA process According to the tandard DA

theory, the average acceleration rate is given as,

6v

8511

8011

<

>
>

2()

(4 .9)

i!1!

IS

!·· '

Ill

l

'

I:'
0

5
II

Using obtained diffusion coefficient D in Eq. (4.6), the time profile of ion acceleration is

n

plotted in Fig. (4-8b) which is the same plot as Fig. (4-7) but for total velocity Jvl Solid thick

Ill

311

20

-10

511

6()

70

80

curve shows the acceleration time scale from the DA process using Eq (4 9) The acceleration
processes working in hyb1id simu lati on increase ion velocity faster than the DA process. If we
adopt the acceleration time scale as dot curve in Fig. (4-Sb) in term of the DA process, the
diffusion coefficient D must be greater as explained by dot line in Fig. (4-Sa).

Figure 4-8.

Density profile of upstream backstrcaming ions (Panel (a)). Dots show the

dcns1ty and crtical dot line shows defined shock position. By least square fitting method.
the density profile is fined by c.xponumial function (Eq. A.3) and sho"" b) solid line.
Panel (b) shO\\S acceleration t·imc

111

the same format as Fig. (4-7) but for clocity. Solid

curve shO\·\S the estimated tim sca le of usual diffusiw accclcrnlion process using fitting
results in solid line in Panel (a) using Eq. (4.9) . If the time scale has dotted curve sh0\\11
in Panel (b), the density profile of back ·t.rcaming ions have to decrease as dotted line in
Panel (a).
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4.3.3

Particle Distribution in the Pitch Angle Space

4.J

Result s

The e beam ions excite the upstream waves. Note that the nearly circular hi gh den sity
distribution at Vx

4. 5 is the incomi ng beam ion . ln the near upstream region I 0 - I 00

-

.t,

In Chapter 2, we have reported the pitch angle d istributio ns of the diffu e ions in the upstream

away from the shock (Panel (b)), th e distribution is not isotropic but 'm ushroom' type. Panel

region and their relation with the upstream wavefonns, that are, circu larly polarized wave and

(c) is the sa me as Panel (b

linear polarized wave. In this section, we show the pitch angle distributions of the

distribution are the same as the observati ona l resul ts in the following points, ( I) The cap pan

backstreaming ions and waveforms obtained in the present simula tion ,

is well scattered e ll ipse distribution. (2) The stem part consists of incoming (solar wind) ions.

First' e show the characteristics of the upstream waves. Fig. (4-9) shows the wave spectrum

but excluding the incoming ions. The characteri tics of

(3) Returning hemi phere is clearly cut off.

of the magnetic field data in ( cv , k) space. The fteld data are stored in bins of 0.5 J.., and 0. 1

n,1

and transformed into incoming beam (solar ,~~nd) frame . The two transverse components

(Bl and Bz) are decomposed into four polarization/propagation modes (R+, R-, L

Spectrum 9o = 5 [deg.]
1o·2.s

and L-)

through the two-dimensional fast Fourier transforms R (L) means right (Jell) hand polarized
wave, and + (-) sign means the wave propagating to the shock (up tream) direction. lnten ity is
displayed on a logarithmi c color scale from Io-'' to I 0'1 s

2.0

oise le el is belo' I o·' The solid
r--1

green curves show the dispersion relation of circularly polarized waves (Whistler and Jon

d

L....J

cyclotron waves).

k '= ~
I

±w

1.0
(4 . 10)

From the clearly idemified spectrum form, the up tream waves show mainly monochromatic

0.0

right-h and polarization and they propagate upstream direction with nearly Alfven velocity in the
incoming beam frame Since the incoming beam is uper-Aifvenic, the wave are co nvected
toward the shock and ob erved in L+ in the shock fTame by Doppler-shift ellect. T he wave

-1 .0

number - 0. 1 is consistent with the maximum g rowth rate of the ion beam instability. The wave

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

amplitude in real space is abm1t 0.6 with normalized by the upstream ambient magnetic field

Wave Number

intensity (see Fig. (4 -2))

Pu-1]

Fig . (4 - 10) shows color contour plots ofthe phase space density in the V, - Vy velocity plane
at

n, t =

I 00 in the two different region . The contour level is in arbitra1y logarithmic unit. The

distributions are averaged in th e selected region . Each bin size is 2 x 2 in Alf:Vcn velo city unit.
White line in each panel shows initial magnetic field directio n and red lin e shows averaged

Fig ure 4-9.

Two dimensional spectrum in wave frequency ( (J)) and wave number (k)

pla ne. This is plotted in the incoming plasma frame. Each quadrant shows the wave
polarity and propagating direction. R (L) means right (left) hand polarized waves.+(-)
means downstream (upstream) propagati ng waves. Green cu rves show the d ispersion

magnetic field directio n in the selected region In the far upstream region 200 - 400 A, away

relation of circularly po larized waves (Whi tier and ion cyc lotron waves). Strong

from the shock ( Pan el (a)) , the distribution of th e back treaming ions is bea m- lik e ty pe .

monochromatic ri ght- hand polarized waves are ob erved around k - 0.1 .
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Figure 4-10. Color contour plots of the phase space density in the Vx - Vy velocity plane at .(1, t = 100 in the two difTcrcnt region. The distributions are
averaged in the selected region. Each bin size is 2 x 2 in Alfvi:o velocity unit. White line in each panel shows initial magnetic field direction
and red line shows averaged magnetic field direction in the selected region. l' lottod are in the far upstream region 200 - 400 A.i away from the
shock (Panel (a)) and in the near shock region 10 - I 00 A.; (Panel (b) and (c)). Panel (c) is the same as Panel (b) but excluding the incoming
panicles. Density are coordinated by the color scale showt1 upper bar in logarithm scale. The high density population at Vx - 4.5 is incoming ions
(Panel (a) and (b)). Even in the near shock region, the distribution is 'mushroom' type.
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Figure

~- I I .

Time profi le of pitch angle for selected ions. Ions which satisf) following

condittons ar~ selected: At tim· Q , t ~ 70, ( l) The) are in I 00 - 200 A, away from the
shock . (2) l11cy have their pitch angle cosine ( f.1) " ·ithin -0.7 < J.l < -0.6 in

th~

frame . The tunc proceeding of these sdectcd ions' pitch angle a rc plotted in tbe

1\"31~

"ave
and

shock frame . The negati ve p means that the parallel velocit) directs ro upstream. The
ions seem to be limited m negative region ( p < 0) in

wa\'C

frame .

To ex plain the pit ch angl e sca ttering feat ure in time, l"ig . (4 - LI) shows the tim e protile of
pitch angle fo r some selected ions in the pitch angle cosine ( p) versu time plane.

ote that the

negative p shows backstreaming ions because ambient mas'lleti c field direct +X . The pitch
angle ( p) is ca lculated in the upstream wave frame (i n oming beam ve locity V;, + Alfven
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Velocity VA) and shock fi·ame (nearly equal ~ ith satellite observation frame). The selected ions
have their pitch angle cosine (.u) within-0.7 < p < -0.6 in the wave frame at time .0., t ~ 70 in
I00 - 200 J., away from the shock . These selected ions arc pitch angle changed only in a regi on

Sf-lOCK

By

H')

__........,......,.,...~~~""

liS

of negative f1 (Panel (a)) which results in constructing mu shroom type distribution. The
extension width (p < 0) is consistent with the results in Fig. (2-15). Even in the self-consistent
simulation, the pitch angle sca ttering is limited in the half hem isphere. This is because the

:§
-~~~~

~~~.,..).¥.\

..--.....,.,..,f- .....

7J

excited upstream wave shows nearly monochromatic shape. Since the power of these R or L-

-~"'
•• .1-- ------......-..-....
.,.,.,..._.~,,
,__,_____________.,.
__...._,..

waves which scaner the ions extending to positive p range, are as weak as a white noise level,

6~

4.3.4

l

f-.-

the 'mushroom' distribution is the inherem result iu thi s simulation.
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Wave Steepening Phenomena and Distribution Type

To i otropize the upstream diffuse ion distribution, the linear polarized waves whi ch are
co nstructed by the co-exi tence of R- and L- wa cs are needed as investigated in

73

hapter 2

The well discussed exciting process of linear waves is wave steepening process [Omicli and
Winske , 1990, Scholer, 1993]. In this secti on we present the wave teepening phenomena

700

I SO

81)1)

850

900

observed in simulations.
First we show the time proceeding of upstream waves. Fig. (4-12) shows the time profiles of
y-component By (top) and field intensity /B/ (bottom) versu X for a part of the system. Th ese
profi les are plotted from .0., t = 67 to 85 with rime separa ti on

n, t ~ :! and shock po ·itions are

plotted by thick Line. As mentioned in the section 4.2, our simulations are performed in
downstream frame, the created shock is leftward propagating. The upst ream waves show

Figure -1- IZ. Time stack plot of B, (top). and IBI (bonom). These profiles arc plotted
from 0 , r ~ 67 to 85 "ith time separation 0 , t = 2. Tltick line in each panel shows

shock location defined by the den i~ jump. These waves are right-hand circularly
polarized 11avcs 11iil1 11·avc length - 0 - 60. The upstream wa\CS arc always circularly
polarized 11aws. that rs. no stccpcmng 11-dvc is seen.

always sinusoidal waveform and are convected to the shock The field intensity is almo t
constant in the upstream region, which shows that there are no steepening edge
Next we show the same plot for ob liqu e propa gating waves with up strea m parameters,
MAr = 6, B0 ~ ~ B9k

= 30°

and fJ.. ~ 1.0. Note that the initial magn eti c fie ld direct s to

downstream on the X-Y plane. Fig. (4-13) shows the time profiles ofy-compo nent B,. (top) and
z-component Bz (bottom) of magnetic field versu X for a part of the system. These profiles are
plotted from .0., t ~ 65 to 85 wit h time se paration .0., 1 = 2 In the bo ttom curve. there are
nearl y sinuso idal waves in the up stream region (labeled by I and 2) wi th wave leng th

- 50 - 60 it,. These waves are agai n right-hand circularly polarized waves. As time elapses,
these waves continue to grow in amplitude and steepen at their upstream side.

t

the end time.

the waves form like shocklet structure The steepening edges are located at - 30 and - 70 i!,
upstream of the shock. Since the di stance is much farther than the Larmor radius of the just
reOecting ion at the shock surface, it is suggested that the steepening process is not concerned
wit h the shock dissipation process but inherent for the ob lique propagating upstream wave.
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,0
85

..tJ

co nstant which is also shown in the hodogram of By and B, in lower right Panel, and we see the

9 8 N = 30 [deg.[

waveform is linear polarized form . As expected, the linear polarized waves are excited in the

L~

upstream regio n. This linear polarized waveform is seen in wave spectrum in Fig. (4-15) in the
same format o f Fig. (4-9) . Again there are strong R+ waves, and also we can see L- waves near

80

k, . - -kR .. On the upstream side of the steepening edge (between 820 and 840 A, ), there are
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Rc!lult s
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r
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81111
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X
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soo

~u

X

BaN = 88 ,

Time stack plot of By (top), and B, (bottom) from

= 30°

11., 1

run of

in the same fonnat as Fig. (4-12) . The labckd crests

111

IBol

~t

Figure 4-13.

.:t, _Thi s is a whistler

sho n -wave-length rig ht-hand-po larized waves whose wave length is - J

waves produced by di spersion effect [Omidi and Winske, 1990; Scholer, 1993].

_,

-2

I

11411

\

""''
--"---'-- l

I

f

B,

component slL'epencd at their upstream side and at the end time the \\'aves fonn like

a:{

sbockler structure.

-s

l lftl;i;

0

al

_,

As known, the initially excited waves in upstream region are fast-mode wave which is

......,
~2

By / B0

concerned with a whistler wave, so that, the compressiona l components ca n steepen if th e

T--..

r-...,..

l

'

II

_,
T

-r

-I

-1

-l

By I B0

propagating direction is not parallel to the ambient magnetic field . Fig . (4-14) shows the Byand

B, profiles at Q , t = 95 af1er the Fig. (4-13 ). In the downstream (right) side of the steepening

Figure -1- 14.

region (e.g . between 840 and 860 A, ). the wave characteristics have changed (rom circularly

(upper two Panels) and its hodograrn (lo\\cr two Panels) . In the upstream side of tl1c

U pstr~run wm~

form at Q , t ; 95 from run of

= 80 , = 30°

steepening edge. th~ rc observed s h on-,,~, ~-lc ngt h righr-hand waves. In the dmmstrcam

polarized wave to another. In contrast to the gradual decreasing of By component, B, is nearly

srdc. d1csc wn1 cs shows liner polarized wave fonn .
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by the waves. Fig. (4- 16) shows the ion distribution in the V, - V> in the same format in Fig.
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Shuck Simulation)!; in 1-f,ybritJ Cn1lc

frame In the larger propagating angle case (lower Panels), the broader di . tribution in the J1

4.4

Summary

region are een in both wave and shock frames (lower two Panels) Some ions have J1 > 0 9 in
the wave frame The densi ty ratio or the negati ve J1 ions to positive p is 77 ·23 in the wave
frame and 53.47 in the sho k frame. The density of the backstreaming and shock returning ions

In one-dimensional hybrid code simulations of the quasi-parallel shocks, we have confirmed the
distribution type of backstreaming ions and acceleration feature around the shock as the
processes proposed in previous Chapters. Obtained 'mushroom' and nearly isotropic distribution

are well balanced in the shock frame or observational satellite frame.

types are determined by the waveform In the nearly parallel propagating wave case, the wave
does not show the teepening feature even in the large amplitude region near the shock, which
leads that the ion distribution results in the 'mushroom' type. ln the oblique propagating wave

9BN =5 ld eg. l

...__.___,_

~---'

IO'

case, the waves steepen in the large amplitude region near the shock , which leads that the ion

\Va'c Pmmc
10'

di stribution results in the nearly isotropic type, because the steepening change the waveform

1(11

from circularly polarized form to linear polarized form. [n the far upstream region in oblique

10'

ltV

propagating case. the wave amplitude i too small to steepen, so the distribution is 'mushroom'

101

type

Shoc_k Frame

- 1.0

.ftS

0.0

e8 _, = 30

o.s

IU'

However, in the linear calculation of the ion beam instability which excite the upstream wave,

"~

the maximum growth rate is observed for the parallel propagating wa e case. The steepening

Ill

process hardly occurs in real upstream region . But Hada
ldeg.l

el

a/. [ 1987] has shown that the

upstream waves are refracted into rhe zone where diffi.tse ions are observed. This result leads

\0'

Wu"c Fram('

that the wave vector changes more oblique. On the other hand, 'choler eta/. [ 1992] has shown

Ill'

in their two-dimen ional shock simulation, the upstream waves are refracted !rom shock normal

10'

directio n to ambient magneti c field direction with going to upstream direction. In other words,

Ill'

101

Shuck frame

· 1.0

-0.5

0.0

u.s

the obliqu e-propagating up tream wa es are detected near the hock region. From these tudies,
101

it may be reasonab le to set the oblique-propagation systern in the one-dimensional simulation

II~

which forces the wave propagation direction to paral lel to specific ax;s X. To investigate ho

1.0

Pitch Angle Cosi ne f.l

the wa es refract from parallel to oblique direction or opposite direction, is beyond present
one-dimension simul ation .
In self-co nsist simu lations, the upstream ions also come fi·om a distinct potion of incoming

Figure 4-'17. Pitch angle distributions in wave and shock frame from two runs 111
a•. , = BBk = s· (upper two Panels) rutd in B,.N = Bnk = 30° (lower two Panels).

ion population. Whether the ion is reflected and

it~ected

to upstream region or transmitted to

The negative J1 means that the parallel velocity directs to upstream. In the sma.ll

downstream region is determined it s phase angle difference (B) at the shock surface. lt is one

propagating angle case. ihe distribution is mainly se n in negati ve region. On the other

of the necessary conditions for reflection process that the angle B is around

hand, the large angle case. the distribution is '' idcly extended nnd nearly isotropic

ambi ent fie ld directs to downslream (upstream) . This conditions are the same as the results

distribution.
90

91

1r

(0) when the

ChupiL~r 4

Qu •tsi-Parallcl Shuck Simu lations in Hyhrid Colle

obtained in test particle simulation. This is mainly because the upstream waves in hybrid
simulation also show large amplitude nearly monochromatic circularly po larized shape. The
density of Rl is ex;pected to be detem1ined by the temperature of incoming solar wind ion
because rhe distribution width in the phase angle space (Fig. (4-Ja)) around

B=

7f

Chapter 5

determines

the density of the Rl ions. The dependence, however, i · not clear in our simulations (not shown)

Conclusion

because the incoming ions are pre-heated in front of the shock urface by the in lability to
excite the upstream wave. When the incoming ions arrive at the shock surtace, the temperature
is nearly same for each simulation parameter ([3, ).
Ion energy increases while they are staying near the shock region The acceleration time cale

We ha ve investigated the ion dynamics around the quasi-parallel shock region, especially the ion
acceleration/scattering processes occurring at the earth's bow shock and its upstream region.

is faster than the diflusive acceleration process. The veloci ty mainly increases in perpendicu lar

Comparing the sta tistical analysis of observatio nal data with the results from the numerical

direction. The ion trajectories in both real space and velocity space resemble with the results

simulatio ns, the importance of the ion motion in the large amplitude waves is found ,

from test particle simulations.

In the large amplitud e nearly monochromatic wave field, the importance of the resonance
pe pitch angle scattering process is weak , so that. all ion motion can be determined by the
scatter-free process In this circumstance, it is a good analytical method that individual particle
trajectories are numerically calculated in given wave field configuration. From this concept, we
have performed test particle simulations to investigate the following three topics, (1) pitch
angle changing process, (2) reflection process of the incoming solar wind ions at tbe shock
surface, and (3) ion acceleration process around the parallel shock. The predicted motions in
the test particle imulations are also confirmed by the self-consistent simulations in hybrid code
in Chapter 4 .
Chapter 2 has sho' nan ob ervational ummary for the characteristic features of non-thermal
ions in the bow shock upstream region . It is shown that these ions most often show an
anisotropic pitch angle distribution. occupying only the pitch angle hemisphere in the escaping
directio n from the shock front. This peculiar pitch angle distribution is explained in terms of the
nonlinear trapping motions of ion in nearly monochromatic large amplitude MHO waves. A
quantitati ve compa rison between th is nonlinear process and the standard quasi-linear pitch
angle scattering process is also shown. T he contribution of the wave-pruticle interaction
process which is ba ·ed on the cyclotron resonance process is weak in the earth's upstream
region

These two processes are distinct each other

Because in the large amplitude

monochromatic wa e lield, the pitch angle is merely oscillati ng and is not diffused . On the other

92
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

wind population i.s reflected, accelerated and injected to the upstream region. The portion is

hand, the quasi-linear scenario in the small amplitude wave treats the pitch angle diffusion.

determined ma inly by the gyro phase angle.

While the nearly isotropic pitch angle distribution is observed in the upstream region near the
shock, the half-hemisphere distribution called the 'mushroom' distribution is frequently observed
in the far upstream region. These two types of the pitch angle distribution are derived from the
difference of the wave form . The circularly polarized waves make the 'mushroom' distribution

F11t11re works

and the linear polarized waves make the nearly isotropic distribution . Since the linear polarized

The acceleration and reflection processes performed near the parallel shock region, however,

waves can be excited from large-amplitude oblique-propagating waves by means of the wave

can not describe the motions of He '- particles. The energy increasing shows the nearly

steepening effects, the nearly isotropic distribution is frequent ly observed near the shock

consistent value, but most of the incoming He -• are not reflected and injected to the upstream
region but transmitted

By applying ion motions in the large amplitude wave field to shock discontinuit we have

to

downstream region . When the wave length is larger than that in

proposed new acceleration and retlection processes. These processes are derived from the

present case, He ' can reflected , which suggests that there is a comfortable wave length for

different propagation speed of MHO waves between the up tream and downstream regions of

He . If there is He

the shock front. It is found that ion motions depend not only on their initial pitch angle but also

wave are excited by the same instability as proton. Recently GEOTAIL have observed such

backstreaming beam in the upstream region, larger wave length upstream

on their initial gyrophase angle, and that some of ions can be accelerated promptly up to the

high dense He

velocity of - 10- 20 times of the upstream Alfven velocity. Thi ne\ acceleration mechanism is

remained unsolved study

beam in the upstream region of bow shock. We set these investigation

Pre ent simulation results are restricted in !-dimensional case. Since the waveform strongly

found to work much shorter time interval (a few gyro periods) and smaller space (about I0 ion

depends on the wave propagating angle, multi-dimensional simu lation brings us important

inertia length) than the standard diftusive shock acceleration mechanism does
We have mentioned that two processes of diffusion and oscillation are distinct each other, but

information about wave and ion distribution hape. In addition, the curved shock simulation

they are not conflict processes. The acceleration process around the shock discontinuity

shows the dependence on the distance from shock including the shock angle and convection

includes the diffusion effect with oscillation process. When the wave field is uniform, the ion

eflects On the other hand. there is l.ess modulation to the shock acceleration process shown in

motion in the velocity space is merely oscillation, so that the ion backs to the same position in

this thesis, even if curved shock simulation is performed. Because the displacement of ion

velocity space after the oscillation period . When the ion crosses the shock discontinuity, the ion

moti n in shock tangential plane is the same order of the ion Larmor radius. The curvature of

does not back to the same position in velocity space and the phase angle ( ()) shifts to 1r This

the earth' bow hock is larger than ion Larmor radius . But in the other small planets, like Mars,

shift may represent the diifmion effect This is because many kind of waves are restricted in the

the curvature effects sensitive modulation to ion mmions.

shock transition layer, that is, non-monochromatic wave space. But this difli.1sion motion is not
derived from the stochastic scattering process. The transition layer is exactly detennined in our
simu lations .
The reflection mechani m proposed in Chapter 3 contributes to solve the "injection problem"
which relates to an important question, how to produce non thermal ions from thermal ions at
astrophysical shocks. Because this process exp lai ns the prod uctio n process of non-thenna l
diffuse ions from solar wind thermal ion population . A restrict portion of the incoming so lar
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Appendix A
Diffusive Shock Acceleration Process
A.l

Diffusion Convection Equation

When the particle mean free paths are short, it is possible to treat the spatial transport with the
diffusion approximation The diffusion-convection equation has been used to expla in the spatial
and energy spectrum of the suprathermal particles [A.~forJ et a/. , 1977; Bell, J978a,b; Jones

aud 0/i.IOII, 1991 and references therein],

. ( .r

- ov .r) - .3!. (

U) ~ (v f) = 0

(A. I)

CV

which results from transport of the distribution function.f(x,v,t) under the assum ption thatf is
nearly isotopic. We use a patial coordinate x in the frame w here the shock is located at x = 0.
The fluid velocity is given by U 1 (U 2) for upstream x < 0 (downs tream x > 0). [n the steady state
with 'VU

=0

the Eq (A I) for the suprathermal distribution is

U:_j_= D C' j

r

iJ X

(A.2)

x'

where we assume that the diffusion coefficient /)does not depend o n x This equation is easily
integrated in t he upstream region (x < 0) under the boundary condition that .f( -<XJ) = .f and

J,

at the shock front ,

.t; (x) = f

+ (/, - .f )

exp(~

x)

(A.3)

The particl e intensity decreases expo nentially from the shock sutface.
When the shock surface is curved s hape like t he Earth's bow shock, a possible escape route
w hich is ditrusion ofrto the side of the shock is inclu ded [Eichler, 1981]. For si mplicity shock is
defined by a square pla ne at x = 0 within -a < y < a, -a < z < a. lt is reasonabl e from Eq. (A.3) to
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Diffusin~

Shock Accelcr:•tiou

A.2

Pnu.:t~ss

assume that in the upstream region the distribution function/is described

P:1rlidc lnlcructiun with AlfvCn Wave

in one direction along the ambient magnetic field [Blandford w1d Eichler, 1987). Alfven wave

<IS

frequency in the plasma rest frame is below the proton gyro frequency,
.f(x. y , z ,

f,')

g(t:) exp(k

=

x) cos(

)'J cos(lfZ)
-

7r ·
-

2 a

2a

(A.4)

disturbance. Since the waves are circularly polarized, there is a possible resonant interaction
which results in a change in the particle's pitch angle 81'. We transform to the wave !Tame where

where E is particle energy and k is the so lution of
- Uk

+D

II

(!!_)'

k'I - 2D.a. 2a

the electric field vanishe .. We set the Alfven waves as monochromatic circularly polarized
(A.5)

0

lntegrating Eq. (A.2) from x = 0- to x = 0+ with Eqs (AA), (A.-) and using jump condition at
the shock t3 (I

I cX

=

waves with mall amplitude B. perpendicular to ambient magnetic field 8 0 . The particle energy
is conserved and so the pitch angle changes according to

(U, - u,) S(x) we obtain,
2

t~ g

- (u,- U1) - 3

i} In

n, = eB I m

uprathermal ions !raveling faster than Alfven speed see the waves as magnetostatic

E

11/V

dp

(A.9)

cit
=

If

-a (zn o)

I'

·g

(A 5)

where p is pitch angle cosine p = cos( Br ) and v 1 is perpendicular component of particle
velocity The right hand side is written as,

Since (2D D ) :x: £ ',
//IV

(

6)

n ,.)t + ct>]

dp = ev(l - p 2 )' 1 B. cos[(kvp dt

(A.IO)

eB,, I

where Ec is a characteristic energy. The energy spectn1m of the upstream ions is described by

where ct> is initial phase angle between v 1 and Bw. and ion gyro frequency 1211

exponential form

estimate the pitch angle scattering, we calculate the averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficient

Another theoretical approach for exponential spectrum is given by Lee et al. , [1981] They

0 1,1, = (

p

p I flt )

q

111 .

To

Using

included the energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient on particle energy, that is.

D oc £

""

[dj.i]
J.f dt ' J,f dt · [dj.i]
(A 8)

1

1

0

Q

df

I

d/

(A.ll)
I

and averaging over ct> , we gel
where q is particle charge. This assumption is reasonable when the particle mean-fi·ee path is
proportional to particle rigidity. They have shown the exponential spectrum of the diffuse ion

A.2

Particle Interaction with Alfven Wave

( flp

ln!helimit

p i

(A.12)

1)

1 ~ "" ·

p

p I

I )w

Vf.J

To use above diffusion approximation, the distribution function .f must be nearly isotropic in
velocity space. To construct the isotropic ion distribution, the wave-particle cyclotron resonant

Here we consider the pitch angle scattering rate of io.n from AJfvcn waves which i traveling

98

k - -'!...

(A.13)

V,U

But here is one impo11ant problem in this mechanism. The resonant k-vector increases as the
pitch angles approaches 90°.

interaction is considered important.

n' ( n)

= ff - " S

o wave can describe the crossing at BP = 90° in the small

amp litude wa e amplitude limit, that is, there should be no scattering between forward and

99

backward hemi spheres in phase space. The pitch angle distribution deri ed from this mechani sm
does not result in isotropic type. The prob lem of sca ttering has been addressed by several
authors [e.g. (;ohl.~tein, 1976, .Jones et til., 1978]. Though a resonance broadening from nonlinear eft'ects allow passage through 90°, the nearly monochromatic waves can not isotropi ze
the ion dist ributi on using the resonance process. In thi s thesis, we have also consider the pitch

Appendix B
Phase Bunching Mechanism

angle scattering phenomenon in the large amplitude Alfven wave and found that the wave
electric field can change several tens degree of ions' pitch angle within one-gyro motion even

Here we co nsider the ion motion in large amplitude monochromatic Alfven wave [e.g. Sudan

though the ions' velocity does not satisfy the cyclotron resonance co ndition, and the process

and 0/1, 1971 ~ Matsumoto eta/. . I 974; Hoshi no and Terasawa, 1985). First we consider phase

does not have limi tation at 90°

bunching phenomenon in the case where the initial perpendicular velocity v l is larger than
parallel veloci ty v11 and Jfven velocity From Eqs (2.7) - (2.9),
(B. I)

OvJ sin B

This is a differential equation with the same form as a pendulum motion which osci llates around

B

= 1r

or rotate completely with frequency ~nv _k

From energy conservation of a

pendulum motion

I("B)'
-. d!

-

2

Resonant ions wi th

B = 1f
J

depending

v - rv I k

I>

2 Ov

atisfying
on

I

their

-

n v k cos B
'

l1l

I k

I<

2 Ov

phase

initial

= CO/lSI .

(8.2)

I k are phase-trap ped around

angles

B,,.

Ions

sat isfying

I k are rotating all phase regardless of their initial phase angles.

Fig. (B-1) shows the time proceed ing of phase angle B for nearly resonant ions (Panel (a)). All
ion s are oscill ating around B =

1r

On the other ha.nd , in the case where the initial perpendicu lar velocity is smaller than parallel
velocity, phase angle B are tightly in (312) 1f in short lime and its tube rotate around
(b)) .

100

101

1f

(Panel

AllflC:ntlix 13

Phase Bunching Ml•chunism

27t

(a)

Appendix C
Rankine-Hugoniot Relations

1t

Consider a one dimensional plane shock wave propagating steadily with constant speed i11to a

0

TLME I ~-'1

conducting (ionized) fluid (gas) . The physical values between shocked (downstream) fluid and
un-shocked (upstream) Huid are determined from the conservation law. The relations between
two regions are called Rcmkine-Hugoniot relation (here after R-H relation) . Suppose that, in a
frame moving with the shock, the fluid velocity, its mass density, pressure, magnetic field and
hock a ng le a re v, p , P,

(b)

27t

Band Bu., . The

spatial direction is in X axis parallel to the shock

normal vector n . These values are determined by the equations of conservation of mass flux,

momentum .flux, energy .flux, and Maxwell equations
(C. I)

1t

n ·

[Pv v ] + n ·

0
[

n . v

[ B'] I
2po

(p _Y P B') - __!_
v' +
2

+

y- I

- - · (BB] =
P"

P+-

p ,,

Figure B-1. The time proceeding of phase angle B for v 1 ~ v11 m Pand (a), for 1
:;, vu in Panel (b). Although all ion is oscillating around B
ff in Panel (a). 111 Panel
(b). phase angle B is tightly in (3/2) 1r in shorr time.

=

(C.2)

s]

= 0

(C.3)

V · B

0

(C.4)

(E ]

0

(C.5)

(v · B) n ·

Po

0

where [ ] show the dilferences between upstream and downstream side and y is specific heat .
Here we detined another hock parameters, A(fwin Mach number, M ,, = v , I ( B, I
and rati o of plasma pressure to magnetic pressu re

f3 =

P I (B' I 2p0 )

.

pp,, )

From the above

equatio ns we obtain [Hau and Sonnerup, 1989]

M~, p, = M~,pl

(C.6)

~

(C 7)

~

tan B,

tan 81
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A11pcntlix C

Rankinc-Hugoniot Relations

'[r- l(M;,,1)
cos' B,

MA, -y-

(M:,, - 1) tan 81 = (M;, - 1) tan B,

(C.8)

M ill
' + -/3,
I = M '.f? + ---'---=-----,/3, + I
-+, 2 cos· B,
· • 2 cos ' B,

(C.9)

1

1

(r- 1 ,

J]

- M A, tan B, -Y- M ,, - 1

=

M!,(y; I (~~ : - tan ' ~)(M~,- 1)' + tan ' e,(r; I M:,,- l)(M;,- 2))
- _ /3,_
(M'12
2
cos B1

{C.IO)

- !)'

Appendix D
Setting for the Shock Transition Layer
and Wave Transmission
D.l

·

Transition La yer

where the subscript 1 denotes the component tangential to the shock and the subscript I and 2
MHD shock transition profile is determined by following one-dimensional method . Note that
denote the upstream and downstream values, respectively. The downstream plasma parameters
are determined by upstream parameters ( /3,, B, , M,\1 ).

only strict parallel shock case: BH.v = 0° is investigated. Parameters to determine the shock
structure are Alfven Mach number M.\, upstream plasma

/3,, upstream

wave length A., and

amp litude B" 1• Subscript I (2) represents upstream (downstream) value.

hock normal

direction lies on X axis and shock surface is located at X = 0. Upstream (downstream) region is
X < 0 (X > 0). Upstream

U,

=U(-

co) and downstream

U,

=U( + ao)

conditions of the

fluid velocity are calculated by Rankine-Hugoniot relations which are presented in Appendix C.

U(x)

is con nected both side of the shock by tangent hyperbolic function

U(x)

=

~ (M, - U, ) (1

where /c.:, is a shock sca le length . Density

N(x) n(x)

=

N,U,.

Jn the calcul ated

displacement with Xo and then
amplitude
to I

R,. (x)

I ~N(x)

N(x

-

tanh((X - Xu)

N(x)

N(x) , shock

+ l/ 1

position is transported to

N(x)

= 3 by

= 0) = 3 is re-defined by the new shock position. Wave

is defined as next Section (0.2). Alfven velocity decreases with proportional

because of constant B,. Wave phase velocit ies are

U(x) , the

v;(x) = U(x) ± V,. (x) .

From the decreasing of the flu id

pseudo wave phase velocities (I',: (x)) in shock frame are difFerent in both

side of the shock , l'wl for upstream region, V,\ for downstream region and V,', <
number k ' is calculated fi·om the wave phase velocity
The circularly polarized waves are described as

104

(D . I)

is calcu.lated by a flux conservation

+(·)sign shows upstream (downstream) propagating wave.
velocity

I E, ))

r·wl·

Wave

v; and constant wave frequency ( w ).

Appendix D

where

0.2

Scltin g fo r the Shock Tran!)ilion L:tycr :tnd Wave Tr:msmis .~ion

B,. (x , t)

::

B,(x , t)

= B.

B, cos(k x-

Wt) + H,:

cos(k · x- M + ~. )

(D.2)

+ ¢,)

(D .3)

sin(k x -cut) + B~ sin(k • x - rut

Tra n s mi ~siun

uf AJhrCn Wa,·cs through a

fi'asl~Mod('

B,

MHO Shock

= (o. o, o)

(D .9)

and p is mass density. When the velocity and magnetic field

¢, is phase difference between upstream and downstream propagati11g waves at x = 0

the upstream region are

111

= (0,

perturbed by Alfven mode wave ofbl.l = (0, 0, olf ) and 88

0, 88). Eq. (0.4) and

(D-5) are

and 1 = 0. Density and field intensity are nom1alized by the far upstream value .

(0 . 10)

D.2

Transmission of Alfven Waves through a FastMode MHD Shock

[u. oB - ou B,] = o

(D. II)

and the perturbations are gi ven by Walen relation

88

ou' = - fAA:

A transmission of smal l amplitude Alfven wave through a fast-mo de MHD shock is calculated

(k > 0)

(0. 12)

(k < 0)

(D 13)

on the respect to their amplitude [e.g . McKenzie aud Westphal, 1969). For simplicity the

88

ou

analysis is restricted to Alfven mode waves with wa ve vectors k being para llel to the ambient

+--

fAA:

magnetic field vector B. And the shock is referred in the nonnal incidence frame with para ll el
shock configuration. These formu lae lead that k, B and incidence flow vector U are parallel to

We consider the perturbations in each side of the shock in terms of their amplitudes, that is, an

the shock norma l vector n. T he associated downstream waves with upstream monochromatic

upstream-propagating upstream-wave with amplitude 881

Alfven mode wave are propagating to both upstream and downstream direction in the

propagating downstream-wave ( ()IJ;, 682

downstream !low frame . Since the downstream flow speed is generally faster than Alfven speed,

(0 . 10) and (D . I I),

both created waves are convected to downstream direction with different phase velocity in the
p,

shock frame.

) .

creates downstream/upstream

Substitute Eqs. (0 .12) and (0 . 13) into Eqs.

u,,(- JoB;

+ 882 ) _ Rx

P1.Uo

.,jp ,p ,

(os; + oB,)

The continuity of tangential momentum and electric field across the shock surface (R- H

U,,(OB; + oB, )- (- oB;

(I .xi uai
"Z" - ...!!f!J_
B
~
vP1Po '

relations) are written in

[pu., v, - ~~· ]

8

(U, B, -

= 0

(D.4)

U,B., ) = 0

(D 5)

.,jp, .Uu

(0. 14)

flu
+

oB.,

.,jp,p,,

)s.

(0 . 15)

and we obtain

oB;

os,

=

. !_ (I __L
_) U,

1 -

2

U,,,1

.,JP: u_,, + u.,"

(0. 16)

w here in unperturbed state,

u.,

= U,

u,

=

(o, o, o)

H., = B_, > 0

(0. 17)

(D 6)
(D.7)
where p, is compressional ratio (

(0 .8)

=p, I p, ) and V

transiti on layer (using no rmalized values),
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Ax

is Alfven speed (

= Bx I fAA:) . In the

Appendix D

Selling for the Shuck Trnnsiliun L:1ycr :utd Wnve Trnnsmissiun

oB: (x)

I( ~N(x)I JU(x) -1
V,(x)

~=2
8B,

(x)

(f 1

I (1

~=2

+

I -

I

J

U1 - I

+ ~N(x) U(x)

-

VJx)

(D . 18)
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